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Kurzfassung

In dieser Arbeit wird die Produktion von 7;, ?/ und /](1285) Resonanzen in Zwei-Photon-
Reaktionen untersucht. Die zugrunde liegenden Daten wurden mit dem CELLO Detektor
am t ~ ( ~ Speicheriiig PETRA bei DESY bei einer Strahlenergie von 17.5 GeV aufgenommen.
Eine Datenmenge entsprechend einer integrierten Luminosität von 86 pb~~* stand für die
Analyse zur Verfügung.

In den Daten ohne tag wird die Produktion von r/-Mesonen im Endzustand TT^TT -)
beobachtet. Die radiative Breite des 77' wird zu F^ - - 3.G2 — U.15 ± 0.47 k(V bestimmt.
Eine Messung der Formfaktoren des 77 und if wurde für mehrere Endzustände im ninglc tag
mode durchgeführt. Zum ersten Mal wurde die Q2-Abhängigkeit dieser Größe in der Reaktion
-)-)* —* "n' —* T)7T+7r~ mit i] —» 7 r" r 7T~( - ) /7T°) bestimmt. Die Q2-Abhängigkeit der Formfaktoren
laßt sich gut durch einen Polansatz mit Massen von A,; = 839 ± 63 MeV bzw. A,,- = 794 ± 44
MeV beschreiben. Die Kopplung des Spin-1-Mesons /i(1285) an zwei Photonen läßt sich nur
in Reaktionen mit mindestens einem tag bestimmen. Die Kopplungsstärke F ergibt sich im
Endzustand T^TT'TT" dabei zu F — 4.4 x 2.1 — 1.2 ktV.

Abstract

In this thesis the formatiou of the TJ. r)' and /!(1285) resonances in tagged and untagged two-
photon reactions is studied. The data were taken with the CELLO detector at the PETRA
e4" €~ storage ring with a beam energy of 17.5 GeV corresponding to an integrated luminosity
of 86p&- ] .

In the untagged data the production of the 7/'-meson is observed in the 7r~7r~-f-final state.
The radiative width of the 77' is determined to be T^ • - 3.62 ± 0.15 ± 0.47 k f V . Form
factor measurements for the ry and 77' are conducted in the smgle tag mode for various final
states. For the first time the Q2-development of this quaiitity is studied in the reaction
-.')* —^ r/' —> 7;7r+7r~ with 77 —> 7r*7T~(-) /7r°) . The Q2-dependeiice of the form factor is well
described by a pole ansatz with masses A», = 839 ± 63 MeV and A^ — 794 ± 44 MeV for the
77 and i]' respectively. The coupling of the spin-1 meson /i(1285) to two photons can only be
determined in a tagged reaction. The coupling strength F is determined in the T/TT^TT -final
state tot - 4.4 ± 2.1 ± 1.2 keV.
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Chapter l

Introduction

This thesis studies the formation of the pseudoscalar mesons 77 and TJ' and of the axial vector

meson /](1285) in a two-photon fusion process.
Classically, t wo photons do not interact with each other: in Maxwell's theory the total

electromagnetic field is a linear superposition of the individual fields of the two waves in

their overlapping region. Thus, two light rays can cross each other without changing their
direction, frequency or Polarisation. Only mterference effects can be observed.

With the developrnent of quantum field theories in the 1930's this picture has changed
considerably. Heiseriberg's uncertainty principle allows a photon to become, for a short time,

a pair of virtual charged particles. which can then interact with the other photon. The
scattermg of light by light is thus a feasible process.

The cross section for the elastic scattering of two photons was first calculated by Exiler
and Kockel in 1935 [l]. However. the cross section for visible light was found to be extremely

small and thus this reaction is experimentally inaccessible. Inelastic -)-)-scatterinK- i.e. the
production of massive particles in two-photon reactions. is another process predicted by
quantum theory. To observe such a reaction much higher photon energies are needed than

can be produced by ordinary light sources.
A suitable source of high energetic photons becanie only available when f * t ~ -colliders

came int o Operation. Two-photon reactions occur at an ( + e~ -collider when the two leptons
do not annilülate but rather scatter on each other. This process can be understood äs the
interaction of the two electromagnetic fieldb accompanying the leptons. Both. the electron
and the positron, radiate off space-like virtual photons which then react with each other. This
radiation is well understood in quantum electrodynamics, and thus the inelastic reaction of
the two photons 7-) —> A" can be separated from the füll process f 4 " e ~ —> f ~ f ~ - ) - j —+ c^c~X.

The investigation of two-photon interactions is a relatively young field of experimental
particle physics and today a flourishing one. Two-photon reactions have mainly be studied at
the e+c~ -colliders DORIS. PEP and PETRA. Far more than 100 experimental analyses have
been published in the last 10 years and many review articles exist which cover the theoretical

and experimental aspects of this field 2J. In the recent years the CELLO collaboration has
taken an active part in this study with an increasing number of contributions to all aspects
of hadroii resonaiice production (for an overvicw see e.g. [3]).

The intentions for studying two-photon reactions are twofold. On the one hand virtual
photons can be used äs a high resolution. probe to study for instaiice the iiiternal structure of
hadrons, on the other hand the photon i t, seif can be studied more closely. One of the unsolved
theoretical questions in this field is the coupling of photons to hadrons in the regime between
the direct coupling to the charge of the hadron and the pointlike coupling to its constituents.



For neutral hadrons this question is evcn more striking. Empirieal inodels like VDM (Vector
Meson Dominance Model) exist which try to explain this coupling by a conversion of the
photon to a vector meson which then hadronically interacts with the neutral hadron. These

inodels predict a strong dependence of the coupling strength on the virtual mass of the probing
photon. Its size and form can be measured in t wo-photon reactions for the case where one
of the photons is almost real and the other is highly virtual (single tag rnode.}. The virtual

mass of the photon hereby is calculated from the measured scattering angles and energies of

the outgoing leptons.
In this thesis the coupling strength of photons to the pseudoscalar mesons 77 and r)' and

to the axial vector meson /i(1285) is studied in the single tag mode. For the rf meson also
t.he coupling to two almost real photons is determined.

The data were taken with the CELLO detector at the PETRA storage ring in 1986. With
an integrated lumiiiosity of 86 pb"1 various decay channels of these mesons have been observed
and the coupling h äs been studied in each of them.

This thesis is organized äs follows. In the next chapter the relevant formulas for the
description of the two-photon process will be presented. General features of the reaction can
then be derived from approximations of the exactly calculable QED part of the cross section.

The formation of single resonances will be presented for pseudoscalar and axial vector mesons.
Special sections are devoted to the description of electroinagnetic form factors governing the
transition from the photon to the produced meson (here the Standard approach for a two-

photon reaction will be compared to descriptions used in the time-Uke region) and to the
decay of the ?/' into p~) which does not proceed äs a simple phase space decay.

The third chapter describes the detector with an emphasis on the inner track detector and
the liquid argon calorimcter. those components which are extensively used in the analysis.

This is followed by a description of the data acquisition and Standard reconstruction chain.
The determination of the detector acceptance for the analysed reactions requires a detailed

kiiowledge of the detector response. This is achieved by a Monte Carlo Simulation of the
physical processes in the interaction region and in the detector. The generation of Monte

Carlo events and their way through the simulated detector is presented in chapter 4. U sing the
detector acceptance the coupling strength of resonances to the two photons can be calculated.

In chapter 5 the selection of the various final states which have been investigated for
the productioii of single resonances is described. Here. the criteria for identifying energy

clusters in the calorimeter with photons and the distinction from noise plays an important
role in the selection of exclusive final states. The observation of resonances like 77 and ?/

produced in a two-photon reaction poses an experimental challenge in a detector which was
optimized for high energy e 4 e ~ annihilation reactions. The typical energy of photons is 200
MeV and below for the decay modes studied. Considerable effort had to be put into the

correct understanding of detector efTects and physical processes to lower the threshold for the
detection of these photons. This way. the acceptance e.g. for the reaction ?/ —* p^ had been
increased by a factor of 2.3. A similar effort for low momentum tracks iiicreased the statistics
for events with four charged particles by 50%. For the determination of the transition form
factors a precise determination of position and energy of the scattered leptons is essential.
An improved calibratioii of the forward calorimeter to achieve this goal is presented at the

end of the chapter.
The last four chapters present the analyses of the various processes studied. In chapter

6 the radiative width of the 77' is determined in its decay into p~]. Various studies have
been conducted to reduce and precisely determine the systematical errors present in such an

8



analysis. With the result ohtained for the radiativr width a nevr world average is calculated.
Hereby. sizeable discrepancies in the available world data arr- uiicovered. An attempt ha?
been made to locate their sources and t o point out a way to a consistent description of the
data .

The development of the two-photon coupling of the 77' with increasing values of the squared
momentum transfer Q~ of one of the photons is studied in chapter 7 in three different final

states. Due to the limited acceptance oftagged reactions. previously existing data \vere not
able to distiiiguish between different models describing the form factor development. The
measurement of the form factor in the decay r/' —» 77 _»„- .-^-(^/„.o^Tr + Tr" constitutes the first
observation of this channel in a tagged two-photon reaction. The combined result of all three
measured final states is compared to data of other experiments and to model calculations and

can rule out one of the simple form factor models.
Chapter S gives a similar analysis for the ry-meson. The form factor for the 7; is determiiied

in two different final states. Until the beginning of 1990 the only measurement s of the TJ-

form factor were performed in the time-like region in leptonic conversion decays. There,
measurements of the slope of the form factor at Q' = 0 in the decay 77 —* c~t~- ) gave

inconclusive results and a different sign of the slope from the one found in the decay 77 —>
(j4 /-/""). Tims, a considerable interest exists in repeatiiig this measurement in the space-like

region where a much bigger Q2-range is accessible.
The last chapter describes the determination of the coupling strength F of the spin-1

meson /1(1285) to two photons. This meson is observed in the same J^TTTT final state also
studied for the form factor development of the r/'. Since this meson can only be produced
in a tagged reaction statistical and systematical errors of existing data are still quite large.

The two published results on the coupling strength differ by a factor of 2 and more data from

other experiments are needed.
A shorl summary of all the results can be found at the end of'this thesis.



Chapter 2

The Physics of Two-Photon Reactions

At an f"1" f collider t.here are two major types of reactions. The first is t he annihilation of
thc electron and positron into one time-like virtual plioton. The final state has negative C-
parity. The cross section of this reaction is suppressed by the photon propagator l/g' = l/ '-s,
where .s is the square of the centre of mass energy of the two leptoiis. The second reaction
is the so called two-photon process. Here bot h leptons radiale off space-like virtual photons
which then in turn collide and create final s ta tes of positive C-parity. The spectruni of the
photons emitted is bremsstrahlung-like and predominantly leads to small lepton scatteriiig
angles with respect to the beani axis and to low photon energies E^ . The e+t~ cross section
for this process is not suppressed by photon propagators with increasing centre of mass energy
s, but, although of higher order in a, rather dominates over the corresponding annihilation
cross section at PETRA energies.

This chapter describes the physics of the two-photon process at an e 4 r ~ collider. The
kiiiematics of the reaction will be inlroduced in the following sec-tions. The exact formula
connecting the e+e cross section of the füll process e + e~ —t e*e~X with the cross section of
the subprocess *p —> X will be given in section 2.2. Sonie qualitative features of the reaclion
are then derived from an approximation of the füll formula. Following is a description of
the creation of single resonances focusing on the production of pseudoscalar and axialvector
mesons analysed in this thesis. Vanous approaches to the form factor. the deviation of the
two-photon coupling of mesons from point-like behaviour. will be presented. The last section
of this chapter describes the decay characteristics of the ?/ into p') which cannot be modelled
äs a simple phase space decay.

2.1 Kinematics

The kinematic variables of the two-photon reaction c ~ ( ~ —+ t~(~X are shown in fig 2.1. all
particles are described by four-vectors.1 p^ — (E.pi) and p2 — (E,pi] are the four-momenta
of the incoining electron and positron respectively. the outgoing leptons are described by the
corresponding primed variables p\d />'-,. The four-vectors of the photons are denoted by

9. = (-EV£) = Pi ~ P\-
If the lepton beams are unpolarized and the Polarisation of the outgoing leptons is un-

observecl. there remam five observables in the laboratory System: the energies E\. E'2 of the

'The letters p, q. k denote the four-momenta p^, q^, kß with the components p** = (£*, p). The metric is
/ i \n by g^ = , such that p2 =± p^p*1 = p^g-u-p" — E~ — p2 — m2.

\i /
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Figure 2.1: Kinematics of t he two-photon process

scattered leptons. their scattering angles cos^1 ? cosi?2 and the angle ^ between t he leptoii
scattering planes. From these various Lorentz scalars caii be constructed.

The sum of the virtual photon momenta q-i and q2 yields the four-momentum k of the
final system A". Its invariant mass W is given by W^ :- W7 - k2 - (qi -r g?) :

+ 2m - 2.1

s n

- E ( E ' ( - d : + -&1+- 2iM2coS>?) (2-3)l i ^ j £

The last term iu the above equation can only be neglected when all polar angles are small.
i.e. when both scattered leptons escape detection (notag condition}. If the four-momentum
of one or both leptons is measured (tagging the lepton) the reaction is said to be in the tingle
tag or double tag mode. The kinematics of the reaction is totally determined in the double tag
mode. however, äs will be shown later this mode experimentally is the exception and thus,
the kinematics of the process and the invariant mass of the final state have to be determined

b}' measuring all final state particles.
The photons are space-like and, hence, the square of their four-momentum is negative

(i.e. the mass of the photon m, = <J q2 is imaginary) and it. is coinmon to define a positive
quantity Q~ : — — q2 with

i ) -2m? (2.4)

(2.5)

Q] 2EE[(l - v/l - ml/E*\/l - ml/E

For large energies (m^ <-:; £2,£"2) this expressioii can be simplified to

Q] =2EE'i(l
771 rn

-cos
E E', EE!

1 1



which for all cases except cos i?7 ~ l yields

Q2 = 2EEl(l~ cosi?,) . ( 2 . 6 )

For zero degree scattering energy and ruomentum conservation forbid the emittance of a real
photon giving rise to a rninimum Q~ :

m2

QL„, = i

The minimum Q2 for fixed c.eiitre of mass energy ^/s and fixed invariant mass W of the final
state, both of them large in comparison to the lepton masses. is given by

W4
(2.8)

*s(s _ w2}

To describe the two-photon process it is quite useful to divide the Feynman graph of the
füll reaction e*e~ —> t^t~X int.o two parts. The first one describes the radiation of the two
virtual photons off the leptons. This part is a pure QED process and äs such can be calculated
exactly. The second part is the one of interest, describing the formation of a final state X by
two virtual photons. For a fixed final state X the cross section can only depend on Lorentz
invariant quantities. In the case of the formation by two real photons it only depends on the
invariant -y-v-mass W. for reactions at an e+ c~ collider it also depends on the virtuality Q2

of the photons : a^ == <r^(W2, Q2., Qf) . In the limit of Q\> 0 and Q\ 0 this formula
describes the cross section for two real photons. (Note however, that due to the kinematics
of the reaction, photons cannot reach the limiting case Qf — 0 but rather take the minimum
value Q?min äs described by equation 2.7. For photons with very low Q2 the term quasi real
is used.)

2.2 The Exact Cross Section for the Two-Photon Pro-
cess

Following the Feynman rules, the cross section for the füll process can be written down
immediately. The transition matrix element consists of electron and positron vertices i(±e)-^.
two photon propagators — ig^/qf and the matrix element Taä describing the formation of the
final state X by two photons. Hence, the füll amplitude can be written äs

„HO Üv

<£ J ö q?
where the arguments of the spinors are the four-momenta p, and spiiis s, of the leptons. By
introducing an unnormalized photon density flux

nv \" - / ' ' \ c / \ - / ' ' \ i ^ ,Pi •= • '-ä X, «(P.»«J7 u(pi>*;Mpi»*;n u(pi,6i)
"' apins

the cross section takes the form

47r°V' ^'T. T _
' P »'»' ^ - ' '

12



where JLips is the Lorentz invariant phase space of the final state X

2.12

The summation p^ p™ T^^T^, over the four indices (256 terins) can considerably be
simplified by a transformation into the photon helicity franie. The transformation is definecl
by

Mab= ^Ä, (2.13)

The indices a and b take the values -J-. -- and 0 corresponding to the photon Polarisation
vectors e,-± and CJQ for transversely polarized photons (T) with helicity ±1 and longitudinally
polarized photons (L) with helicity 0. A corresponding transformation is carried out for the
photon flux factors p^1'. Integrating over the phase space of the final state X the resultiiig
hadronic tensor

Wa,b..ab - l f M*alb,MabdUps (2.14)

can easily be interpreted in terins of the above transformation. Combining t er ins for helicity
nrl the following equations define the -p- cross sections and interference terins for photons
which are in a dermite Polarisation state [7,6::

\\TT =

WTL

WLT

WLL :

W}T --
WT —
"TL

^Vo.-t-o

HO-KO-T
^ 00.00

- 2\/X(TTL

— 2 V .A Tj"j~
•2.15)

^TTL : 2 \00 ~ ^o+.-o) 2\/A"r^L

where X is the M011er flux factor X • = (qiqzf — q^ql- Using the above relations the cross
section for the process f ^ e ~ —* e4 c~X can then be expressed in terms of two-photon cross
sections CTO{, and interference terms TQ(,:

Q2

• (7j"f

1/2

n H2\pl

00

cos

00 00
>1 P2 '

TTL + -4 • TTT + B • T.

(2.16)

Here (p is the azimuthal angle between the lepton scattering plane in the -j-j-centre of niass
System. If this angle is not observed, the interference terms vaiiish due to the implicit
Integration over £. The parameters2 A and B are nonzero only for the case of polarized
leptons beams, and hence. at the PETRA storage ring the interference terms r^T and TJ-L

2The exact form of the photon flux factors pfb and the parameters A and B can for instance be found in the
review article by Budnev et al. [7].
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do not contribute. Due to symmetry arguments only three cross sections VTT- &LT and &LL
reniain, since iTirf Q^. O;. 11") = t?TL.(Q\>Q\-<^'}• Depending on the four-momentum of the
photons soinc or all of the above ternis contribute to the cross section for a specific process.
For the case of e.g. quasi real photons colliding. oiily the term &TT nas to ^e taken int o
account.

2.3 Approximations and General Features

Some interesting liniits can be derived3 from equation 2.16 which display some general features
of two photon reactions. The most well-known approxiination is the EPA (Equivalent Photon
Approximation] which was derived by Weizsäcker and Williams already in 1934 [8;. It is
based on a division of the reaction e4c —* e^t~X into a part describing the creation of two
independent beams of transversely polarized photons and a part that describes the reaction
77 —> A". The properties of the two photon beams are expressed by a luminosity function C-,-,
which is a product of two independent density fuiictions dn for the photons. the two-photon
reaction is characterized bv its cross section <r^. such that the füll e ~ ( ~ -cross section reads

f
- l 0"-><v( s )£/£($), with dC = dn-^dn^ (2.17

tf

with s being the scaled invariant 77-mass of the final state s = W /s. and ,s the square of the
total c+e~ centre of mass eiiergy. These photon density fuiictions dn show a bremsstrahlung
like behaviour

dn oc dQ2/Q2 dE^/E^ (2.18)

which consequently leads to a spectrum of predominantly low energetic photons with small
invariant masses Q2. This at the same thne translates by virtue of equation 2,G into small
lepton scattering angles. Since leptons with very small scattering angles (below 40 rnrad at
CELLO) escape detection in most detectors, the rate of tagged events is drastically reduced
in comparison to the rate of untagged events. Typically the number of single tag events is one
order of magnitude smaller than for untagged events, double tag events are another factor of
ten more scarce.

By traiisforming the variables with the relation W2 — 4.E^iE~,2 and integrating over
the remaining, one yields in leading log approximation a luminosity function that is solely
dependent on the invariant 77-mass W of the final System

E ds
!( — )/(*) — (2-19)

n jf s

with

f ( s ) = (l -r -)2 ln - -(l - .5)(3 - Ä ) (2.20)
9 ' ^ O v

The function / sometimes is called Low's function4. The functional dependence on s for the
luminosity function translates into a IV dependence of the cross section for small invariant

3A derivation of the formulas ust-d in this section can be found in some of the reviews (e.g. [4,5,7]) or can
easüy be calculated from the formulas given in these articles.

4 Note , that the exact form of this function depends on the definition of the scaled invariant mass s . Most of
the functions published are identical to the one quoted here, but some authors. unfortunalely, do not use these

formulas in a consistent way.
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77~masses °f the following form:

d(rC\V} l s' _ _ _ ; Q, i j j fj /~\Y \ o 21)
<nr w Tr2

which shows the dominance of final states with small invariant masses to the cross section.

Systems with small invariant masses always have low particle multiplicities, which thus is a

pronounced feature of two-photon reactions.

Another feature is the boost of the final state particles in the laboratory frame. Due to

the possible big difference in momentum of the photons, the final state is not created at rest

but rather has a strong momentum component along the beam axis. Together with the small

transfer of transverse momentum by two quasi real photons colliding. the final state particle?

are concentrated around the beam axis. This effect of small production angles is enhanced

by the strong forward scattering amplitude in the 7")-cross section for many reactions.

2.4 Creation of Single Resonances

Final states of low multiplicity can be formed in different ways in two-photon reactions. like
phase space creation of the final state particles, pair creation of leptons. mesons or baryoiis.
or the formation can proceed via the production and decay of a single resonance. This latter
case will be described in more detail in this section. The 7-y-coupling of a single resonance
is essentially determined by its spin J and parity P. If this resonance is formed in a two-
photon reaction its C-parity has to be -fl , since it is created by a pair of identical particles
(the photons themselves have a negative C-parity). Further restrictions follow from general
principles and a set of rules known äs Yang's theorems [9 . They e.g. do not allow the creation
of a spin-1 resonance by two real photons. A complete set of matrix elements. form factors
and 77-cross sections for all Jpf- combinations can be found in the review article by Poppe
[6] from which most of the equations in this section have been taken.

The hadronic tensor for production and decay of a resonance R is
2

t
/7

X
- m R -t imR\. R

where mR and TR are the mass and width of the resonance. Mab the production amplitude
and DJz the decay amplitude for the decay of the resonance R into the final state A". The
size of the decay amplitude is connected to the decay width of the resonance by the Golden
Ruk:

TR(W}B(R -» X) = - - / DJz 2<fLips(.Y) (2.23)
2m R J

' tt r»/i h — J Kt n n l *j. — A I
n -m2 ,)2 + ™2RT2R

The resonance width TR can be taken äs coiistant for narrow resonances (i.e. TR <

If the width however is large (say above 50 MeV), the (with W] iucreasiiig phase space

available for the decay and dynamical efTects have to be taken into account. Since none of

the aiialysed resonances has a sizeable width. the decay width TU will be taken äs constairt

in the following5.

5A dlscussion of the W dependence of the decay widtli can be found in references [6,11,12,13].
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In the limit of Q\ Ql - 0, the formation of a resonance by two real photon is the inverse
process of the radiative decay of the resonance. Therefore. the production cross section is a
measure for the radiative decay width of the resonance. For a specific polarisation state Jz

of the resonance it reads:

a.b

Since the final state can only consist of two real photons the summation over the photon
polarisation states o and b is only to be taken over the transverse helicity states -f and — .
The phase space element has only half its usual value due to the indistinguishable nature of

the two bosons:

-du . (2.26)

By averaging over the possible polarisation states of the resonance and integrating over the
phase space of the photons the total radiative decay width is obtaiiied:

F - V VJz
1

l

327r(2J +

The above formulas all describe the coupling of two real photons to a mesoii. As already
mentioned two real photons can not couple to a spin l state. This is no longer true if one of
the photon is highly virtual. In the following we consider the single tag case where one of the

photons (say photon number 1) is highly virtual (denoted by the symbol 7* in the following}
and the corresponding lepton is tagged in the detector. The virtuality of the other photon

(denoted by o ) is kept small by requiring the second lepton not to be detected. Although the
reverse process, the decay of a resonance into one real and one virtual photon. does not occur
in nature. it is quite useful to introduce a coupling strength F77- analogous to the radiative
decay width in equation 2.25. This allows us to write the cross section formulas in the same
fashion äs for regulär J — 0 or J — 2 resonances. The creation of a spin l resonance proceeds
either via the collision of two transverse photons (TT) or one longitudinal and oue transverse
photon (LT). For abbreviatioii the polarisation components Jz — ±1 will be combined to
F^T. . the Jz — 0 component will be denoted by FJ7. . Following Calm [l4l the füll phase
space for the two photons will be taken since they are no longer indistinguishable äs in the

previous case. The partial widths T^, and I\^. then read:

M _ _ ! 2 ) (2.28)
87r(2J + :

Q 2 ) , * ., -^(M ü + ! 2+ M 0 _ i 2 ) (2.29)
87r(2J + l )mft \

where k* is the momentum of the photons in the centre of mass System of the resonance.

The sum F-,^- — F^. -f F ,̂r. in the following will often be called a radiative width. although.
literally taken it is not a physical decay width. Rather it will vanish in the limit Q2 —> 0.
The Q2 dependence of these quaiitities will be discussed in the next but one section.
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2.4.1 Pseudoscalar Resonances

For the production of pseudoscalar resonances (JPI - 0 ~ 4 like TTO. 77. 77'. e t c . ) the amplitudes
in the helicit base are 6 :

M... -M++ (2 .30)

Mab 0 for all other helicity combinations

Thus, the coupling is described by a single form factor FTTO for t wo transverse photons
polarized in the same direction. All other helicity combinations cannot create a state with

With equation 2.24 we iiow have:

W = FTT (Q 2 .Qo ) • A" • -

H^+,_. -WW+ (2-31)

Wob,«* ~ 0 for all other ab. cd combinations

and for the cross sections:

^ab^ab ~ 0 for all other 06 combinations

Since in the analysis of single tag and notag events an implicit Integration over the angle
(p between the lepton scattering planes is unavoidable, the contribution from the interference
term TTT vanishes in the total cross section of this process (cf. equation 2.16)

The photon density matrices have the form [7]

">
(2.34)

2X qi

*-"-* + 1 + ?̂ 1 (2.35)

The radiative width of a pseudoscalar resonance is given by equation 2. 27

, 0 ) (2.36)

The WT-depeiidence of the radiative width is normally neglected, since T/f <& niR for most
pseudoscalar resonances. Instead, W is approximated by rtiR. which leads to

77? r,
— FTTO(Q,Q) (2.37)
64?r
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This last equation can be viewed upoii äs the definition of the nominal radiative width of the
resonance, the IV dependent width T~fy(W) then is

T^(W) = rIV (2.38)
niR

For the measurement of the Q2-dependence of the cross section it is quite useful to divide
the form factor iuto one part that contains the Q2-dependence and is equal to l for Q, =
Q\ 0, and another part that describes the norinalization. With the above formulae the
form factor can then be written äs

- f ( Q l , Q l ) (2.39)

The term f ( Q\-Q\] is not known from first principles but rather has to be taken from models
or from ineasurements (see below for a discussiou about form factors). The cross section
expressed in terms of form factors and radiative widths for the reaction e* c~ -— > e4 t~.R, R -
pseudoscalar resonance, is given by

2a2 X Tflr,,B(tf -» A") </V, rfj r 2 ~2 ^\i -t- -1 4- * i "^t-^(-x -- — —- 1 , 2 l , _
^ -^beoTTi VlV2 m f l

2.4.2 Axial Vector Resonances

riAf\\'40]

Axial vector states (Jpc ~ 1 + +) like the /i(1285) and /i(1420) (previously called D(1285)
and E(1420)) due to Yang's theorem can only be created if at least one of the photons is
highly virtual. A neccessary criterion for their identification is an observation of a signal
in the single tag or double tag mode and at the same time the absence of the signal in the
untagged case (Q2 — + 0). In the following again the assumption is made that the final state
is observed in the single tag mode and äs before we assigii photon l to be the highly virtual
one. Then the production amplitudes in the helicity frame are [6j:

M0_ -M0+

Mab — 0 for all other helicity combinations (2.41)

The coupling thus is characterized by two different form factors. FTTQ describes the
coupling of two transversely polarized photons to a spin-1-state, orientated perpendicular to
the 7->-axis. The efFective form factor FLTC// = ^LT + (Ql ~~ QD^Lr describes the coupling
of one longitudinal and one traiisverse photon to J. =• inl.

The corresponding cross sections vanish for low Q with OTT ^ Q* an(^ <TLT ^ Q\- Thus.
a dominance of &LT over a^T a^ l°w Q2 ig expected. The cross sections expressed in terms of
these form factors read:

W
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As in the case of the pseudoscalar mesons the form factors are not known from first
principles but have to be determined experimentally. A direct measurcment, however, is not
possible in this case. since the total cross section is sensitive oiily to the s um of both parts,
In principle a Separation of both parts is possible due to the different spin orientation J~ in
both processes by analysing decay angular distributions. Due to the small immber of events
expected in single tag experiments. the result of such an analysis will, however. have huge
statistical errors.

The cross section. alternatively, can be expressed in terms of the coupling streiigth F-,^-
defined at the beginning of this section (cf. eqs. 2.28). Again it would be useful to split
up the form factor into a part for Q* = 0 giving the normalization and into another part
describing the Q2-development. Unlike the case of pseudoscalar resoiiaiices. here the coupling
constants F -,,_,.. are 0 for Q2 = 0. Following Renard [16] a Q2-independent streiigth F can be
defined exploiting the known Q2-dependence of the form factors (cf. eq. 2.41)

2

lim ^-rTT.(Qj) = f (2.43)
QT-o Q\e the region of very low Q~ cannot be accessed by most detectors (CELLO Q™,n ^

O.SGeV2) and furthermore since the relative strength of FTTO t. o FiTeff is not known. a model
is needed to describe this relative strength and the Q2-evolution of the form factors. Such
a model for axial vector mesons has been developed by Cahn [15] in the framework of the
non-relativistic quark model. The result is valid for Q\ 0 and small Q2 and yields the
following expressions:

Tfl

m'
(2.44)

where /(<??,0) again is a vector meson form factor. The two expressions have the same
Q2-development and are nearly identical, since A' ^= (^i^)2 for Q\ 0. The calculations by
Cahn are based on the assumption of a narrow resonance and explicitly use W — rn.R, which
is certainly a good approximatioii for a resonance like the /](1285) which has a total width
of 25 MeV, considering all other theoretical uncertainties and the statistical precision that
can be achieved. Using the above formulae, the coupling strengths of a spin l resonance can
be reduced to a single number F which still has to be determined by experiment:

m.

777 D m

R

(2.45)
'R

The dennitions presented here follow the Suggestion of Cahn -14,15] and are used by the
Markll and CELLO collaborations in their analysis of the /j(1420) resonance. The dennition
used by TPC/2-} and JADE differ by a factor 4VX/m.R, the cross section in both cases are
however defined in the same way (see references [18]).

The cross sections then are :

0.1 v " ' / * / / " > * n ^ p i*y AP.(TTT Z47T-— l C/i , l — . I D
^ ^'2 (^2 _ m2^2 + m^rjj W*
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v'* r* Vl ,2/^2 ftvf OAT\ 48-7T — ——-r—T- / ( Q j , 0 ) l (2 .4( l
w2 (H1"2 — rojj)2 -1- ™?j?rfl TV2

2.4.3 Transition Form Factors

The form factors introduced in the cross section formulae for the pseudoscalar and axial vector
meson resonances describe the deviation from the point like cross section for increasing values
of the squared momentum transfer g2:

• /V) (2-48)
dq1 dq* ;

3 Ipomf

Classically. the electromagnetic structure of charged hadrons is probed by particles which
scatter with differeut impact parameters on the hadroii under study. Large (small) impact
Parameters hereby correspond to small (large) momentum transfers q. Assuming a uniformly
distributed charge within a sphere of radius a. the form factor is determined to be [19]

f ( q 2 ) = l - gflV (2.49)

for low momentum transfers. The slope of the form factor l — df(g )/dg 9:-o determined at
zero momentum transfer is thus a measure for the charge radius of the object: b - — |a2.

This concept can be transfered to neutral hadrons where the slope b is not a measure for
charge radius of the hadron but rather the size of the mteractiort region with the probing
particle. For large values of the four momentum transfered usually a pole form for the form
factor formula is taken ratlier than the linear form presented above:

(2.50)
m

Here the parameter 777 denotes the mass of the pole and F its width. While in the time-like
region (q2 > 0) the width of the pole has to be taken into account it can be dropped in the
space-like region (q2 < 0). Assuming a p-pole (see discussion below) the niaximum influence
of the width-term is only of the order of 4%. Moreover, an energy dependent width I^m™ )
would be 0 or even imaginary outside the physical region.

A measurement of the pole behaviour in the time-like region is obtained from the analysis
of leptonic conversion decays of neutral mesons. For the pseudoscalar resonances 77 and T/
the decay into p: + p~- j has been studied (see [19] for a review on this subject). Here, the
resonances decay into one real and orie virtual photon which intemally converts into a pair
of leptons. The invariant mass of this lepton pair is identical to the mass q2 of the virtual
photon. The form factor determined from this reaction shows the characteristics of a p-Breit-
Wigner. While for the rj-decay the p-pole can never be reached it can in principle be observed
in 7/-decays.

The space-like region is accessible in two-photon reactions studied in this thesis. The
amplitude of the reaction Tpi, — if^aß • q° • q? ' F(Q\->Q\] contains a form factor F which is
a function of the four-momenta squared of both photons Q2 - —q2. Usually it is assumed
that F factorizes into F(Ql) • F(Ql). which is certainly a good approximation if only one of
the photon four-momenta deviates substantially from zero. In such a single tag reaction the
mesons are formed by one quasi real and one highly virtual photon. The form factor shows a
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fall-off with increasing \q2 = Q2 which should be the coiitinuation of the pole curve observed
in the time-like region.

\arious models exist which explain this pole behaviour. In vector meson dominance
models (V DM) [20j the mass of the pole is the inass of a verlor meson having the same
quantum numbers äs the photoii and the form factor / takes the form:

An illustrative Interpretation of the VDM ansatz is that the photons convert into virtual
vector-mesons before they interact with each other. Usually a simple p-pole is taken äs a
form factor and m\- -- nip. If one considers mesons with a strong u and J-quark content.
the p-assignment is obvious. If, however. the mesons created in a two-photon reaction are

primarily composed of ,5-quarks. a 0-assignment might be more appropriate. Depending 011
the actual quark contents of the mesons combinations of these assignments are possible. For
the leptonic conversion decavs defmite predictions exist for the slopes of the form factors in
the reactions 77 —^ / j " / /~ - | , 77' —* ^r f.t~-7 (see ref. ;6lj in ;19]). These can be translated into
predictions for the pole masses of 777(77) — "34 MeV and 777(77') = 820 MeV.

A totally different approach leads to a similar behaviour for the form factor. Brodsky and
Lepage [2l] have performed a leading-order QCD calculation which interpolates between the
Q2 - 0 and Q2 --- oo limits using a monopole form. For the single tag reaction -n" —> TT° they
get6:

which is equivalent to formula 2.51. when the mass m;- is identified with 27r/7r. Assuming
that the decay constants of all pseudoscalar particles are about equal (/^ — 131.69 Me\,
a mass dependence of mv — 827 MeV. somewhat between a p and o-form factor. is expected.
If the pseudoscalar mesons have different decay constants the pole masses will take other

values.
All the above approaches try to describe the same behaviour but use a different language

for it. However, the descriptions in terms of pole masses. decay constants, slopes or interaction

region radii are all equivalent to each other.

2.5 Description of the Decay T/ —> pj

The decay of a pseudoscalar resonance P into three other pseudoscalar resonances PI, P2- -Ps-
e.g. 77' —» r/TTTT or 77 —* TTTTTT, may be described by a three-body phase space model (see [17;).
The decay matrix element is constant, the decay angular distributions are flat and the partial
decay rate dT /'dm^ is just proportional to p] • k^ where p\s the momentum of particle l
in the 77i12-rest frame, and k^ the momentum of particle 3 in the rest frame of the decaying
resonance. Deviations from the phase space model have been measured. The slope of the

Dalitz plot for 77' —» TJTT^ of —0.06 [17] is however small and can be neglected.
The descriptioii of the electromagnetic decay into 7T 47r~7 is not äs simple äs in the above

case. Due to the coiiservation of C-parity in the decay. the positive G-parity of the two-

pion system and Böse symmetry, the TTTT-system recoiling against the photon is essentially

6N.B. In the quoted article like in many other theoretical papers /P/V2 is denoted jp and called the
pseudoscaiar decay constant. Here the notation from the particle data group ( Note on Decay Constants oj
Pseudoscalar Mesons [17], page 165 ) is adopted.
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restricted to be in a IG(JPC) = 1+(1~" ) state \21* . Due to Watson's Theorem [23] this TTTT-
system is a p in the accessible energy ränge. The matrix element for such a decay into two
vector particles is proportional to k* . the momeritum of the p or -, in the rest fraine of the
decaying resonance. Since the photon is massless the helicity of the p is restricted to irl. The
decay angular distribution of the pions in the p-rest frame relative to the photon therefore
follows a sin2 i^ distribution. The phase space decay is further modined by the intermediate
p- pole, taking into account the correct value for the width r(7T7r) for those TTTT-pairs deviating
from the nominal p-mass [24j

- (2.53)

where pQ is the pion momentum for n?™ = mp. The partial decay rate for the magnetic dipole
transition 77' — > p-) described above hence is

*3 2oc A-* smi?- (2,54
( ~^1 „-2 \  i ___ 2T / __ \i
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Chapter 3

The Experiment

The data studied in this paper were taken in the year 1986 with the CELLO detector at t he
f ^ e " storage ring PETRA at DESV in Hamburg. Since 1978 five collaborations conducted
experiments with centre of mass energies up t o 46.8 GeV in the four interaction regions at
PETRA 25]. After 1986 data taking was stopped and PETRA was modified for its future
role äs an injector for the HERA storage ring. In 1986 measurements were performed at a
centre of mass energy of 35 GeV. For CELLO this last year yielded data corresponding to an
integrated luniinosity of SGpb 1.

The first section of this chapter describes the main features of the CELLO detector which
are relevant for the analyses presented in this paper. A description of the storage ring
PETRA and the other experiments can for instance be found in ref. 26.. The subsequent
sections describe the data flow through the chain trigger - data acquisition - filter - event
reconstruction - data reduction.

3.1 The CELLO Detector

Due to the relatively low event rate most detectors at t ~ r" machines are designed äs general
purpose detectors. In contrast to detectors at fixed target machines. which select one or more
particular processes to be studied, these are built to record all types of events of interest.

CELLO was constmcted äs such a general purpose detector in 1978 by a group of French
and German institutes 27]. The main requirements are a füll coverage of the solid angle
to measure and possibly identify charged and neutral particles. A special technical feature
of the CELLO detector is the superconducting coil of an at that time novel design with an
overall thickness of only 0.5 radiation lengths including the cryostat and insulating material.
This design allows an uudistorted energy me.asurernent of photons and electrons in the lead
liquid argon calorimeter surrounding the coil. Due to the fine segmentation of the calorimeter
shower topologies are easily reconstructed and photons and electrons can be identified and
separated froin hadrons [28]. The above components surround the cylindrically Symmetrie
central tracking chamber which has a length of 2.2 m and tlius allows to measure charged par-
ticles over a large solid angle (97 % of 4?r). Together with good hermeticity of the calorimeters
(coverage down to an angle of 45 rnrad with respect to the beam axis) CELLO has a large
efficiency for reconstructing truly exclusive events, i.e. events where all final s täte particles
are detected.
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3.1.1 Overview

Figure 3.1 shows a schematic view of the detector at the time of construction. Various
components have later been added or modifietl. The following list gives an overview of the

detector parts at the time of the last run period in 1986. Those parts which are relevant for
the aiialysis will be described below. A detailed descriptioii of the otlier components can be

fouiid in refereiice 27l. Going from the inner parts to the outer parts of the detector one will

find the following components:

• beam pipe. The aluminium i/acuum pipe surrounds the beam axis at a dist.aiice

r = 7.8cm. The wall thickness is 0.03 radiation lengths (A'o) (before 1982 0.07 A0) .

• beam pipe chambers. Since 1982 two staggered layers of drift tubes with a length

of l rn surround the beam pipe. Their thickness amounts to 0.01 AV These chambers
were added in order to improve the vertex reconstruction J 2 9 j .

• central detector. The central detector consists of a system of cylindrical drift and
proportional chambers t hat measure track coordinates of charged particles between
r — 17 cm aiid r — 70 cm, The amouiit of matter in these components sums up to 0.02

A0.

• superconductiiig solenoid. The aluminium coil with a wall thickness of 0.5 A'o
creates a solenoidal field of 1.32 T.

• barrel calorimeter. The central barrel shaped lead liquid argon calorimeter consists

of 16 identical modules with a depth of 20 AV Their distance from the beam axis is
r = 106.7 cm.

• return yoke. The 80 cm thick iron construction not only serves äs a return yoke for
the magnetic flux but also äs a hadron filter of 5-8 absorption lengths.

• muon chambers. Muons with momenta p • 1.2 GeV traverse the hadron filter and

are subsequently detected in the muon chambers. These large area chambers with a
drift cell structure are read out, äs proportional chambers and cover approximately 90 (Ä
of the solid angle.

In the forward region the detector is completed by:

• end cap calorimeter. This lead liquid argon calorimeter consists of four modules of

21 A'o complementiiig the barrel calorimeter in the forward region.

• hole tagger. A set of scintillation counters with 4 AO material in between was addecl
in 1982 to close the acceptance hole for neutral particles between the barrel and end
cap calorimeters.

• end cap proportional chambers. Two crossed layers of proportional chambers in

front of the end cap calorimeter improve the reconstruction of forward going tracks.

• forward calorimeter. Due to the iiistallation of mini beta quadrupoles in 1982, the
forward detector was totally remodeled aiid iiow consists of a sei of scmtillator strips
and lead glass blocks to measure the position and energy of scattered electrons and
positrons.
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A schematic view of the geometrical acceptanco of the detector components is given in
figure 3.2. Here. only the innermost components of the detector are shown. The CELLO co-
Ordinate system is denned with the 2-axis along the fiight direction of the incoming electrons.

The T-axis lies in the plane of the storage ring pointing outwards, the y-axis is denned by
y — z x x. In the plane perpendicular to the beam axis the polar coordinates T and (p are
used. the angle i? is deterrnined with respect to the c-axis.

barrel calorimeter
cos i?- 0.86

cos d= 0.92

cos i?- 0.99

45 inrad

Figure 3.2: Geometrical acceptance of the CELLO detector

3.1.2 Central Track Detector

The central detector consists of a system of cyliiidrical drift and proportional chambers. They
are mounted concentrically to the beam axis and have an outer radius of 0.7 m and an overall
leugth of 2.2 m. Altogether there are 7 drift and 5 proportional chambers. Their position
aud other parameters can be taken from table 3.1.

The t wo inner chambers have been added in 1982 to improve the vertex reconstruction in
the r p -plane. They consist of two layers of drift tubes that are arranged parallel to the beam
axis with a length of l m. Each of the drift tubes contains a single anöde wire in a gas mixture

of 50 % argon and 50 % ethane at atmospheric pressure. The coordinates perpendicular to
the beam axis are det ermined by a measurement of the time diiference between the passage
of a particle through the drift t übe and the arrival of the ionization pulse on the anöde wire.
The resolution achieved in this chamber is 180

The drift chambers are constructed from entirely open drift cells. Each drift cell consists

of one anöde wire separated from adjacent ones by a set of three cathode wires. The lateral
distance between adjacent anöde wires is on the average 15 mm. The drift chambers are
grouped in sets of two or three chambers with a common gas volume enclosed by two mylar
cylinders. As in the case of the drift tubes a gas mixture of argon and ethane in a ratio of 1:1
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chamber chamber
number type

1
2
3
4
5
6

drift tube
drift tube
prop. eh.
prop. eh.
drift, eh.
drift eh.

7 ; prop. eh.
8 drift eh.
9 drift eh.
10 drift eh.
11 prop. eh.

12 drift eh.
13 drift eh.
14 prop. eh.

radius

[cm]

10.90
11.37
17.0
21.0
25.5
30.4
35.7
40/2
45.1
50.0
55.3
59.8
64.7
70.0

number of
signal wires

12S
128
512
512
104
128

1024
168
192
208
1536
256
256
1536

distaiice of

wires 777777]

5.35
5.54
2.09
2.58

9f ca
90°

—

252
228

thode strips
30°

256
256

15.41
14.92 -
2.19
15.03
14.76
15.10
2.2G
14.68
15.88

360 512

— —

420 768

— —

2.SG ] 494 7GS

Table 3.1: Geometrical and eleetrical parameters of the central tracking detector.

at atmospheric pressure is used. The resolution of the np -coordinates reeonstrueted from
the space-drift-time-relation is 170 um [30].

The proportional chanibers are used to determine the z-coordinate of track points. This
is aecomplished by two cylindrical cathodes finely segmented in strips orientated at 90° and
30° with respect to the cylinder axis. The two cathode eylinders enclose a large number of
axial anöde wires with mutual spaciiigs of the order of 2.5 mm. The precision of the_7>-
-coordinate measurement is given to first order by the geometrical resolution spacing/\/l2 =s
770 f.tm. The charge induced on the cathode strips at the point of ineidence next to the
anöde wire is measured by an analog readout of each Strip. The resolution of the z-position
achieved this way is a ^ 440/im. The proportional chambers are run with a gas mixture of
80 9J argon and 20 7c isobutaue with an admixture of 0.2 % freon. Besides determining the
c-position of track points the proportional chambers are used in the fast track trigger. The
Information from bot h projections are already available after 2 n$.

The tracking detector is completed by two crossed layers of proportional chambers which
are mounted onto the front eiid of the end cap calorimeter. The anöde wires measure the
.r- and y-coordinates wlüle the cathode planes are divided into sectors of A^r and concentric
rings, respectively. The resolution is of the order of 5 777777. The end cap proportional chambers
cover the acceptance region of 0.910 < cosi?t < 0.988 27 .

The geometrical acceptance of the central tracking detector is 84 % of 4?r if a track is
required to hit all 14 chambers. Using in addition the information of the end cap propor-
tional chambers and requiring only nve chambers of the inner detector to determine all track
parameters the acceptance is increased to 97 % of the füll solid angle.

The deflection of charged particles in the magnetic field of the CELLO superconducting
coil forces the particles onto circular tracks in the np -plane with a curvature proportional
to their transverse momentum. The precision of momentum reconstruction depends on the
number of track points measured, the resolution of the chambers and on multiple scattering

in the detector inaterial traversed. The momentum resolution of the CELLO central detector



was determined to be [29]:

P*

where p, is measured in GeV. Tlie vertex of a track cau be determined with a precision of
^ 330 /A777.

3.1.3 Lead Liquid Argon Calorimeter

The CELLO calorimeter has a sampling structure of lead layers alternating with layers of the
active material argon. Electrons and photoiis create a secondary particle cascade by means of
bremsstrahlung and pair creation. The ioiiization loss of these secondary particles is recorded
in the argon. Electromagnetic showers at the maximum PETRA energies are fully absorbed
in the 20 X0 structure of the calorimeter. A good detection efficiency, energy resolution and
spatial resolution of photons is achieved over the entire solid angle. Cascades induced by
hadronic particles. however, are not cornpletely contained in the calorimeter due its depth of
only 0.9 absorption lengths. This feature 011 the other hand allows a good electroii-hadron
Separation. This is accomplished by the three dimensional reconstruction of shower topologies
in the highly segmented calorimeter structure [28].

The barrel calorimeter is composed of 16 modules with trapezoidal cross section corre-
sponding to a sector of an octagon. The t wo octagons are mirror images arraiiged Symmetrie
to z -~ 0 inside one large cryostal with an overall length of 4 777. The end cap calorimeter
consists of 4 half cylindrical Stacks; two of them at each end of the detector enclose the beam
pipe.

The modules in each of the calorimeters are identical. Layers of 1.2 mm lead plates
(cathodes) and 1.2 77777? lead strips (anodes) alternate (see ngure 3.3 a)). The gap width
between the lead layers is 3.6 mm (4 mm in the end cap calorimeter) and is filled with
liquid argon. The lead strips and plates are at a relative voltage of 2.5-5 kV. The orientation
of the strips in the barrel part alternates between an aligiiment parallel to the beam axis
(<^-measuring), with an angle of 90° (i^-measuring) and at 45° (to resolve ambiguities). The
strips in the end cap calorimeter are alternately vertical, horizontal and circular. The width
of the strips is of the order of 2-3 cm. In front of the calorimeter there are two additional
copper liquid argon layers (three in the end cap) which serve äs dE/dX-gaps.

There are more than 3000 strips in each of the modules. In order to decrease the iiumber
of electronic chaniiels, neighbourmg strips have been grouped to block layers (see fig.3.3 b))

material in front of calorimeter
depth of calorimeter
thickness of lead layers

distance between lead layers
number of layers

number of electronic channels

angular resolution
acceptance in cosi?|

barrel
calorimeter

1.1 X0

20 A'o
1.2 777777

3. G 777777

41

9248
4 mrad

0.8 G

end cap
calorimeter

1.2 A'o
21 X0

1.2 777777

3.6 777777

42
1472

6 mrad
0.92-0.99

Table 3.2; Technical data of the liquid argon calorimeters.



Figure 3.3: Geometrie (a) and electronic (b) structure of the lead liquid argon calorimeter

with a scheine that yields a uniform angular resolution. For the azimuthal angle </> this
uniform resolution is given by the octagonal structure of the calorimeter, for the polar angle
o? (measured from the beam axis) it is achieved by a coarser read out structure towards the
forward region. A detailed description of this read out block structure is given in 28,. The
number of channels to be read out is thus reduced to 576 in a barrel module and 368 in an
end cap module. To reduce the amount of data written to tape, channels with a signal below
2.5 a above the electronic noise pedestal are suppressed. The electronic noise in a double
layer corresponds to ^ l fC. This has to be compared with the charge deposit of 5 fC for a
minimum ionizing particle [28].

The energy resolution of the calorimeter is given by the sampling fluctuations. A further
degradation results from material in front of the calorimeter, miscalibration. dead channels
etc. The resolution for electromagiietic showers in the CELLO calorimeter achieved in the
running experiment is:

with E being measured in GeV (Q) — quadratic addition of the ternis).
Besides measuring final state particles the end cap calorimeter is also used in this analysis

to tag the scattered electrons of the two-photon reactions at large angles (i.e. above 100
mrad}. An important parameter for the measurement of such a tag is the squared momentum
transfer or invariant mass squared of the virtual photon. The uncertainty in the determmatioii
of Q results from errors of energy and scattering angle of the tag:

= ^ + 4

which leads to a resolution of GQI/Q



3.1.4 Forward Calorimeter

The forward calorimeters measure electrous that are scattered at small angles not accessible
to the end cap calorimeter. They serve äs a monitor for the luminosity measurement based
on Bhabha events and are used äs a trigger for two-photon reactions.

The calorimeters are located at a distance of 2.65 m from the interaction point and cover
the acceptance region from 45-110 rrirad. Lead glass blocks are used äs shower counters; 20
blocks are found on each side of the detector. Each half circular quarter containing 10 blocks
is mounted directly onto the beam pipe. The lead glass blocks have lateral dimensions of
typically 5 cm (= 2 A0) and a length of 13 A"0. The Cherenkov light emitted by the charged
particles in the shower cascade is detected by photoniultipliers. The positional measurement
of the tagged electrons is improved by means of a scintillator hodoscope. Half circular scintil-
lator strips of l ctn widtli are read out by pholomultipliers at each end. A thin layer of lead
(0.5 A0) is used for an early start of the shower cascade and heiice an increased signal in the
scintillators. Comparing the light output at eacli end allows a determmation of the position
along the scintillator ((^-coordinate), the radial position of the scintillators hit determine the
angle with respect to the beam axis. This information is combined with the centre of gravity
position from the lead glass blocks.

Due to the location of the forward counters a large amouiit of material is positioned in
front of the calorimeter. This fact degrades the energy resolution over a large ränge, in some
regions the energy measurement cannot be used at all. On the average the material in front
of the calorimeter amounts to 2 A0 up to an angle of 90 mrad, above, the end cap cryostat
shields the forward calorimeter with 10 X0 of material.

3.2 Data Acquisition and Event Reconstruction

Every 3.8 ps the electron and positron bunches cross each other in the interaction region of
the CELLO detector. Most of the bunch crossiugs do not result in any physically interestiiig
interaction. Due to the small cross section. annihilation events occur with a rate of l per 10
miuutes at the typical luminosity of 5 • W'^°nb~ls~l. Background reactions like interactions
of beam particles with the residual gas in the beam pipe (beam gas events}, with the material
of the beam pipe wall (beam wall events) or cosmic ray events (cosmics) and Synchrotron
radiation are by far more abundant. In order to decrease these sources of background and
still accept the majority of physically interesting events a fast trigger logic is essential. The
time needed to fully read out all detector components limits the data acquisition rate to
about 5 Hz. In order not to lose too many interesting events the trigger conditions cannot be
too strict. and hence, a second filter is needed to reduce the amount of background accepted
by the loose trigger conditions and to mhümize the expenditure of computer-time needed for
the füll reconstruction of the data.

The forthcoming sections describe the sequence of data acquisition and reconstruction

through the chain trigger, filter. event reconstruction and data reductioii.

3.2.1 Trigger System

The trigger uses information from all components of the detector. The basic conditions are
combined to give the trigger conditions selected. Basic conditions are for example the energy
sums in the calorimeter modules, the energy in the forward calorimeter and the number of
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tracks in the central and end cap track detector. Altogether there are 16 trigger conditions

cienned for the CELLO detector. one of which has t.o be fulfilled for an eveiit to be recorded.
The difFerent conditions cover the various signatures of e4 c~ collisions. Here we only describe
those conditions that are relevant for triggering two-photon events.

The fundamental ingredient for the charged particle trigger is a Software programmable

Hardware track nnding processor [31]. This processor employs the information of the rlve

proportional chambers and of two of the drift chambers for the identification of tracks in the
T(p -projection and of the 90l cathodes for the rr-projection. The chamber signals are divided

into 64 azimuthal (äs shown in rig.3.4) and 37 polar sectors. Each track creat.es a certaiii

- l
sector number
0 l ] 2

Figure 3.4: r (p -sectors for the trigger logic: Shown are the seven chambers used in the trigger,

their segmentation in the r (p -projection and several tracks that end in sector 0.

signal pattern in the sectors of the seven chambers. All possible patterns of tracks above a
certain transverse momentum can be determined. These patterns are then stored in random
access memories (RAM) - one set for transverse momenta above 650 MeV (r^H inasks) and
one set for pT > 250 MeV (r<pL masks). To take into account chamber inefficieiicies additional
masks are stored with only 5 or 6 points per track. These precomputed masks are compared
with the signals from the central detector. If the pattern coincides with any of the masks the
corresponding condition is transfered to the master trigger unit. A similar identification is

done in the rc-projection where at least three out of five hits in the proportional chambers
are required. The location of masks is doiie in less than l p.s.

The neutral particle trigger utilizes the Information of the liquid argon calorimeter. Herr
the energy of a stack is computed by means of a hardware sum of all channels. Usiiig
discriminators several trigger conditions can be defined corresponding to the energy deposited
in the calorimeter. This System of discriminator triggers (L AI to L A4) has been Supplement ed
with and partly replaced by a System of flash ADCs [32J. For every module two trigger sums
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trigger

5
15

IG

7
10

track and shower condition

T V f f ( 2 ) * r z ( l )

r ^ ( 2 ) * r ; ( l )

T v r ( 2 ) * r c ( l )

(TVL(!) * rz(l) + LA4FL) - FWD
(TVL(!) * 7-^(1) + (LAS - LA4FL)) * LAECl

opening angle

=• 135C

> 45C (135( )

—
—

other conditions

—
cathode veto

beam pipe veto
cathode veto

—
—

Table 3.3: Trigger conditions: the symbol * denotes a logical AND, the symbol -r a logical
OR; the opening angle refers to the tracks in the ry -projection.

are formed by summiiig up all channels or those channels that lie in the region of the maximum
of electromagnetic showers (4-7 X Q ) . The second sum is taken at a difTerent time to exploit
the shape of the FADC signal. Thus showers can be rejectecl that do not coincide with the
beam crossiug (e.g. cosmics. electronic noise). All the above Information is combined to four
trigger conditions LAlFL to LA4FL.

Inside the master trigger unit the number of masks r^< (n) and rc(iii) fouiid is combined
with further basic conditions to give the final trigger criteria. The triggers required for events
analysed in this thesis are listed in table 3.3. Here trigger 5, 15 and 16 are pure track triggers.
Trigger 15 additionally demands less than 16 cathode signals in the two inner proportional
chambers (cathode veto} and less than 50 hits in the beam pipe chambers (beam pipe veto}.
These two requirements suppress beam wall and beam gas events. The remaining two triggers
listed are used to trigger single tag events with one track reconstructed in ry> and TZ and in
addition with an energy above 1.5 GeV in the end cap calorimeter (LAEC1) or above 2.0
GeV in the forward calorimeter (FWD).

3.2.2 Data Acquisition

The CELLO data acquisition system is steered and controlled by an online Computer of the
type DEC PDP-11. The detector is read out by a CAMAC system which is organized in a
tree like structure: each detector componenl is assigned to a brauch, the online Computer is
the root. Each brauch is controlled by a minicomputer. These minicomputers are used to
calibrate and test the assigned detector components without interfering with the rest of the
system. During data acquisition they monitor the performance of their detector component.
Zero suppression of channels without Information is already accomplished at this level. block
addresses are added to the remaining data words for identification.

Once the master trigger unit sends its Interrupt signal to the online Computer, the PDP-
11 stops all other operations, disables further triggers and Starts with the data acquisition.
The Information from all branches is transfered to the main memory where it is formated
int,o a data structure with variable length (typically several hundred to several thousaiid
16-bit words). During this process the data structure is checked and in the case of severe
readout errors the event is rejected. Already at this stage a fast track reconstruction is done
which is used to verify the track triggers and on the bases of the number of tracks fouiid the
event is classined. Candidates for multihadromc and Bhabha events are marked for separate
reconstruction. All events are then passed on and the readout system is again enabled for
further data acquisition. This whole process takes about 50 ms.

The data are transmitted via a permanent link to the IBM in the DESY Computer centre.
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There. an online program stores the event 011 a disk file wliich is organized äs a ring bufFer.
Once the space on this buffer is almost exhausted the data is copied to magnetic tape (DUMP
tapes).

Events marked by the online Computer are immediately reconstructed and theii written
to a special disk file. These event.s are scanned by the shift crew using an interactive display
program to rnonitor detector performance and reconstruction chain.

The Bhabha event s are furthermore used to determine the position of the interactioii point
of each filling of the PETRA storage ring. The knowledge of this position is crucial for the
further reconstruction of the data. since all track parameters are determiiied relative to the
primary vertex.

3.2.3 Filter

Soft trigger conditions are essential for the acquisition of two-photon events. This, 011 the
other hand, increases the amount of background reactions acquired and hence a preselection
of events is necessary before the time consuming füll reconstruction of the data. Such a filter
öfters the possibility to conduct a more refined analysis of the events than the one done on
the trigger level.

The CELLO filter prograrn 34, analyses the events without refering to the trigger explic-
itly. The basic input informations used in this program are :

• the inner detector wire chamber coordinat.es

• the hardware energy sums in the calorimeters

• the energy of single channels in the liquid argon calorimeter

In a first step charged tracks coming from the interaction point (assumed at r=0 with an
uncertainty of 3 cm] are reconstructed in the T (p -plane requiring a minimum of 9 points per
track. In a second stage the reconstructiou of tracks in the r2-projections is performed with
no assumptions about the interaction point. Instead, there must be at least one track with a
r-vertex not more than 5 cm apart from the r-vertices of 60 % of all other tracks. For those
events a common r-vertex is computed that has to be wit.hin ±15 cm around the origin (z -
0). Otherwise all reconstructed tracks are ignored.

The energy sums of the calorimeters are classified according to their energy levels. For
each stack the signal time relative to the time of the interaction is computed from the FADC
sums taken at t wo different times. Signals in a Stack within =t 300 ns around the expected
time are classified äs in time. In a second stage showers are reconstructed from the signals
of the single channels in the liquid argon calorimeters.

Finally. at least one of the fired triggers has to be verified on the bases of the analysis
described above. Less than l % of all reconstructable events for most of the reactions are
effected this way.

During data acquisition the filter program runs on an IBM 370/E emulator. The events
are read in from the online disk and marked accepted or rejected according to the criteria
selected. An ideiitical program executes on the central DESY IBM Computer. This program
reads in all events - analyses all events accepted by the emulator and those not aiialysed by
the emulator due to time limitations - and writ.es all accepted events onto magnetic tapes
(FILTER tapes). In addition äs a check 5 % of the events marked rejected are reconstructed
once more.



In the run period 1986 out of G1.5 million events 7.5 niillion (12.2 %} were accepted by the
filter. The FILTER tapes for t hat year are used äs an niput for the füll evcnt reconstruction
described in the following section.

3.2.4 Event Reconstruction

The r a w eveiit data are processed by several iiidependent programs, called processors. The
rnaiii program OFFRAM constitutes a franie around these processors, steers the sequence
of reconstruction and delivers the required information about the conditions of the detector
components (calibration constants. defect channels, resolutions, etc.) to these processors.
The results of the reconstruction. e.g. track and shower parameters, are stored in banks and
are written together with the raw data onto data suuimary tapes (DST tapes). Because of
the huge amount of Computing time needed, the production of the DST tapes is split up
betweeii several of the Institutes participatmg in the CELLO collaboration.

The program OFFRAM embodies the following processors :

CELPAT: The program CELPAT reconstructs tracks of charged particles in. the inner
detector by an iterative procedure described below. First, the signal of the anodes and the
30° and 90° cathodes of the proportional chambers are correlated to form three dimensional
space points; tracks in the rr-plane are formed by a fit to a straight line pointmg to the
interaction region. Then, three points in the r^ -projection are searched for, that can be
connected by a segment of a circle passing the interaction point not further than 15 cm.
The points used have to lie within one of the predefined sectors in the inner detector which
corresponds to a cut in the transverse momentum of the particle. In the vicinity of the segment
further points are looked for. A collection of at least 7 points (6 points for low momentum
tracks) is called a track candidate. After a successful fit of these track candidates the points
used are excluded from the search for further candidates. This procedure is repeated with
larger sectors corresponding to smaller transverse momenta until, finally, low energetic tracks
with momenta down to 10Ü MeV are reconstructed. At last, complete tracks are formed by
combining the r^> and rc-parts writh the help of the spatial information of the proportional
chambers.

CLGEOM: For the tracks found by CELPAT a further fit is performed including the
interaction point and taking into account the inhomogeneties of the magnetic field. The usage
of the primary vertex postion determined from the Bhabha events improves the momentum
resolutjon of tracks coming from the interaction point. For the case of particles created at
secondary vertices this result cannot be used.

ECCPAT: Particles traversing the detector in the very for ward region (0.91 < cosi9, <
0.99) only hit very few chambers of the inner detector. U sing in addition the hits in the end
cap chambers and including the primary vertex äs a measured point, ECCPAT reconstructs
these for ward going tracks.

LATRAK: The processor LATRAK reconstructs showers in the liquid argon calorimeters.
At first, t wo-dimensional shower energy clusters are formed in each layer of the calorime-
ter employing the different directional orientation of the lead strips (cf. section 3.1.3). For
all tracks in the inner detector pointing to the t wo-dimensional clusters, three-dimensional



clusters are constructed along the flight direction of the particle. A straight line fit is ap-
plied including the intersection point of the track with t.he magnetic coil to determiiie the
orientation of the shower inside the liquid argon. All other three-dimensional showers are
constructed under the assumption that they are created by photons coniing froni the primary
vertex.

LNKJOB: This prosram links showers to tracks in the inner detector. This assignment of
showers initiated by charged particles prevents them from being treated äs photons lateron.

MUCH: This last processor extrapolates tracks through the calorimeter and the hadron
filter aiid combines t h ein with the hits in the muoii chambers. The distance between the
extrapolated position and the actual hit is a measure for the quality of the identification äs
a muon.

For the purpose of this and several other analyses substantial iinprovenients have been
implemented in the reconstruction chain, e.g. identification of secondary vertices 35;, particle
identification below l GeV in the liquid argon calorimeter 28,, shower reconstruction in the
forward calorimeter and an improvement of photon identification and their discrimination
from electronic noise.

3.2.5 Data Reduction

Following the data reconstruction there are two more selection steps. The first one consist?
of soft cuts to obtain all annihilation and two-photon events. This selection is the basis for
next to all physical analyses conducted in the CELLO collaboration. The second selection
yields events resultirig from two-photon reactions.

For final states with low multiplicity, äs in the case of two photon reactions, the following
conditions have to be fulfilled:

• > 2 tracks with at least 5 points per track and

• at least one positive and one negative track and

• less than 50 hits in the beam pipe chambers and

• not. exactly two tracks in opposite side end caps with both energies > 5 GeV (to reject
end cap Bhabhas)

For tagged events trigger condition 7 or an energy above 3 GeV in the end cap calorimeter
is demanded in combination with at least one track with cos^| < 0.9.

Events that meet these condition are written to magnetic tape (SELECT tapes) [36]. This
selection still contains 3.5 million events. To further reduce the amount of data and to restrict
the events to low multiplicity final states, at least 2 and no more than 8 tracks are demanded
with a charge balance of ± 1. These 1.3 million events are written to the SELGGEX tapes.
which are used äs a starting point for all two-photon analyses.
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Chapter 4

Monte Carlo Simulation

Only a very small fraction (s= 1% ) of the resonances produced in two-photon reactioiis are
actually detected and the final states they decay into are fully reconstructed. This fraction is
commonly refered to äs the detector acceptance. A detailed understanding of its magnitude
and its dependeiice on the measured quantities is crucial for the determination of the cros?
section of any process. However. the acceptance caiinot be calculated analytically for the
detectors used in high euergy physics. A numerical inethod is used instead to determine the
acceptance, based on so called Monte Carlo descriptions of the various detector compoiients
and their respon.se to the particles traversing them.

Furthermore, the calculation of the integral (e.g. equation 2.4Ü) describing the functional
dependeiice of the cross section <7 on the radiative width of a resonance cannot be achieved
by analytical methods if no approximations to the formulas are applied. So here äs well a
numerical inethod for its determination is needed. Programs have been developed that make
use of these Monte Carlo techniques.

The following sections describe the Monte Carlo integration of the cross section, the
generation of events based on this cross section and the tracking of the generated particles
through the detector compoiients. This will lead to a determination of the detector acceptance
which in turn is used to calculate the cross sections and radiative widths of the resonances
undcr study.

4.1 Event Simulation

4.1.1 Event Generation

It. has been shown in section 2.4 that the quantity of interest F-,-, (R) is a linear parameter
in the cross section formula. The radiative width of a resonance can be determined from
the counting rate of the reaction f 4 c ~ —> e+ c~R, which implicitly is integrated over the
kinematical region available to the final state particles, For reactions at c^ t~ colhders like
PETRA only five independent kinematical variables have to be considered, since no azimuthal
dependence is expected for unpolarized lepton beams. The variables used for the integration
of the cross section are the normalized three-momenta .T, — \f>i\/pt>ea™ of the scattered leptoiis,
their scattering angles i?, with respect to their initial night direction and the azimuthal angle
if between the lepton scattering planes. The integration for the x, is performed over the füll
ränge from 0 to l, because no additional information is available about the energies of the
scattered leptoiis. Likewise, the angle (p is integrated over the ränge between 0 and STT. Only
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for the scattering angles i?7- some limits can be introduced due to the known experimental

acceptances. For tagged and untagged events the ränge is taken from 0 to 450 mrad (0-40

mrad would be sufficient for untagged events, since above 40 mrad limit the scattered leptons.

will be detected by the for ward calorimeters with high efficiency). For the calculation the

radiative width F^, (later to be determined) is set to l keV. If the numerical value of the

integration is called INT. the cross section and radiative width are related by the following
expression:

Vc-*t~t~f-h \pb\ INT • T^(R) \kcV] (4.1)

The other quantity to be measured is the Q2-dependence of the form factor. It is deter-
mined by comparing the number of events in every Q2-interval to the number of generated
events if no form factor was present. A geiieration of events with such a flat form factor
would. however, lead to an enormous number of events for large values of Q2. where only few
events are expected äs known from previous measurements of form factors. This large number
of events would lead to an unnecessary consumption of CPU time in the subsequent detector
Simulation. To circumvent this problem and, yet. keep a resonably small statistical error
in the higher Q2-intervalls the events are generated with a J/^-form factor and afterwards
weighted according to a flat form factor.

A program package that performs the five dimensional integration of the cross section has
been developed by Feindt [37]. The program MOTTEO integrates the cross section for the
two-photon process e+e~ —» (A f~ R over the scattered particle phase space using the method
of importance sampling based on the routine BASES by Kawabata 39]. The starting point
for this program is the cross section formula in the form given by Budnev 7] (see eq. 2.16). A
parameter traiisformation is carried out such that the integration is performed in hypercubes
over the five variables introduced above. For narrow resonances such a numerical integration
will however not converge sufKciently. The definition of hypercubes is much more effective
when the variables x^ and 2-2 are replaced by W^ and x2 [38], In this plane hypercubes
can be found where the function to be integrated is more or less flat. The result of the
integration is a five dimensional grid for the cross section that is used äs an input for the
second program MOTTEl. Here the four-vectors of all particles participating in the füll
process e ~ " e ~ —» t + f ~ R are generated and written to tape. Table 4.1 shows the number of
four-vector events geiierated for each of the reactions studied.

resonaiice

V̂'
o2(1320)
/i(1285)

i?-range INT | # events
0-450 mrad i 3440.2 • 300000
0-450 mrad 468.79 ! 360000
0- 50 mrad \2
0-450 mrad | 371.5
0-450 mrad ! 170.3

120000
100000
100000

W- r äuge
0.5480-0.5496

0.955-0.960
0.88-1.76

1.000-1.566
1.000-1.566

form factor
J/*
J/*

P
J/*(TT)
J/*(LT)

Table 4.1: MC geiierated events on the four vector level

The generated resoiiances then decay into the final stat.es under study. The decay of the
pseudoscalar resonances into the various final states is accomplished using a set of routines

from the program package SAGE [40]. These routines geiierate phase space distributed
decay s.

The decay into the final state pj , on the other hand, takes into consideration a matrix

element linear in the centre of mass momentum k* of the virtual photon for the magnetic
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dipole transition nature of the decay ?/ — > p- and ihr limited phase space available for this
decay (see section 2.5).

The production of the spin-1 resonance /i(12S5) is geiierated according to the cross sec-
tions of the Cahn model (cf. eqs. 2.46). Since the decay predominantly proceeds via the
intermediäre state ^7r(6~ —> 7r±?/} no direct phase spare decay into three particles has been
considered. The calculation of the matnx element for the decay via the intermediate state
mentioned follow the formulae of appendix D in ref |6j. taking into account the interfer-
ence between the t wo possible combinations of forming the intermediate c-resonance (called
a0(980) m ref. [17]). With the abbreviation BW, = l /{(P* ( h ] - J/2 ( * , - ) ) + iM(o, IF^,)} the
matrix element s used are for the transverse-transverse coupling:

M(J= =Q) = (P(6l)- P ( 7 r 2 ) ) s . B W r , - r ( P ( Ä 2 ) - P(^)): - BW2 (4 .2)

and for the longitudinal-transverse coupling:

M(JZ = - +1) = l\ P(7r2)), - i(P(*i) - P ( ^ ) ) y } • BW,
- P(^}}y] • BW,] (4.3)

] (4.4)

and hence:
(4.5)

4.1.2 Preselection Cuts

Since not all of the generated events decay into the acceptance region of the detector or can
be triggered because of their limited transverse momentum, the efficiency of the subsequent
detector Simulation can be improved by applying the following acceptance cuts 011 the events:

^ X | < 0.98 for all charged particles to have a fair change to be seen in the inner
detector.

• |cost?7 < 0.98 for photons to be detected in the liquid argon calorimeters, if all final
states photon are required to be seen. For the analysis of only partly reconstructed
final states this cut is omitted.

• P((TT ) > 0.064 GtV2 to assure that tracks have enough transverse momentum to be
triggered and to be reconstructed by CELPAT.

• ^tag > 35 mrad for either of the scattered leptons in reactions studied in the single tag
niode.

Oiily a limited number of events can pass these conditions. Due to the strong fall off
of the cross section with large scattering angle s, the preselection is far more efficient for
untagged events thaii for those created in the single tag mode. The number of events for
each of the various generated final states can be read off from table 4.2. Subsequently these
events are passed through the detector Simulation described fürt her below. From the number
of events passed through the detector Simulation and the preselection efficiency the effective



decay i

77' -* />-> 3€

gen. ' ^ pres.

0000 122151
a2(1320) ^ TTTT- TTO 120000 72095

il' -t p-] 3( OOOd 35456
77' -» 7/7T TT" 360000 35609

77' -> 27r + 27r- (7T°/-}) 360000 , 27947
i-j ~* 7r+7r-7r 0 300000 ; 39530
7/ -» 7T47r-^ 300000 36573

/i(1285)rr -> 7?7r47r- 4
/lfl285)L T- -» 7/7T^7T- 3

1045 30000
4045 30000

pres.erT.[7(! # simul. CMCIB(R ^ X] \pb~l

40.72 : 48000 242.17
60.08

9.85
9.89
7.76

13.18
12.19
72.04

23998 21.3

24000
24000
24000

1663
2906
5040

16000 148.9
15976
15988

88.12 15842

775.8
384.6

1016.8

Table 4.2: Generated and preselected number of events for the various final states under
study. The first two lines are for events studied in the untagged mode. the rest for the singlo
tag mode. The effective MC luminosity is given for a radiative width of l keY. a J/^-form

factor and the branching ratio for this reaction,

MC luminosity generated for a specific process can bc calculated using the result INT from

the numerical Integration of the cross section formula for this process:

•*' SM

INT • pres.eff.
(4.6

This number given for a radiative width of T^(R) = l keV and the branching ratio for the

specific decay is also displayed in the above table.

4.2 Detector Simulation

Every event generated according to the above scheine is then subjected to a detailed Simu-

lation of its way through the detector geometry. Each of the final state particles is carefully
traced through the various detector components, taking into account the magnetic field for
the charged particles. In each of the components the possible interactions of the particles

are randomly chosen from e.g. multiple scattering, ionization. decay of the instable particle,
bremsstrahlung, hadronic interaction. absorption, or pair creation for photons according to
their relative probability of occurence. The secondary particles created by either of these pro-
cesses are äs well further traced through the detector. Electromagnetic and hadronic showers

are simulated using the program packages EGS and HETC 41]. The energy deposits. the
ionization charges and their distance to the anöde and cathode wires are stored for each of

the detector components.
In a second step the respoiise of the components to these depositions - the measuring

process - is simulated, e.g. drift times are calculated from the distance of the ionizing tracks
to the wires in the chambers and pulse heights in the calorimters. All of this is stored in a
form that corresponds to the output of a TDC or an ADC. To achieve a good correspon-
dence between the simulated and the real detector, a detailed and precise kiiowledge of the
chamber and calorimeter efHciencies äs well äs the calibration constants of every electronic

device attached to it is neccessary. To take the changing actual state of the detector into
consideration, the whole period of data taking is divided into 25 run ranges corresponding
to one week of data acquisitioii. For each run ränge the detector is simulated according to
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the observed behaviour. Chamber efficiencies are determined froni Bhabha events and from
a set of selccted events rontamhig identified pions. The response of the detector is simulated
accordingly. Dead and hot electronic charmels are nionitored during data taking and the In-
formation is written t o a status filc. The simulated respouse of the electronics uses these flies
and the measured calibration constants. Furthermore. electronic noise and background due

to Synchrotron radiation is taken into account. Since a reahstic Simulation of the electronic
noise of each individual channel m the liquid argon calorimeter is essential for the acceptance

calculation for events with low energetic photons, the noise levels are generated according
to the measured electronic noise of each of the more than 10ÜÜÜ channels in the various run

ranges.
Finally, the simulated events are written to tape in a format that is identical to the raw

data format of the measured events. The Monte Carlo events, therefore. can be treated in
the same manner äs the data events by the reconstruction program and the analysis chain

following.

4.3 Trigger Simulation

A very important aspect of the event Simulation is the analysis of the trigger decision. since
trigger thresholds contribute to a large extent to the overall acceptance. This is especially tme
for two-photon reactioiis. The trigger System and the trigger conditious have already been
described in section 3.2.1. From data it is known that niost events are triggered by trigger
16. A precise Simulation of for instance its opening angle condition is neccessary. Hence,
the charged part of the trigger is simulated in the same fashion äs done in the experiment.
The rz and TV -masks are read in and compared to the hit pattern in the central detector.
For the neutral part of the trigger logic the energy deposits in the respective calorimeters

are taken. Since the requirement of the detection of an energy deposit in the forward or end
cap calorimeter together with a single track reconstructed in r<p and z in the inner detector
is much easier met than the condition for t wo reconstructed tracks with a specific opening
angle, tagged events are far more often triggered than untagged events. The trigger rate for
untagged events with two tracks and one or two photons is of the order of 35 %, while events

with a tag are triggered with an efficiency above 80 %.
The trigger Simulation program is quite precise äs can be checked by running the same

program on data events. Here 96.5 % of all triggers are verified while only 2 % of all events
not containing a specific trigger are wrongly assigned one. This remaining discrepency is
taken äs the systematic error due to trigger Simulation.

The events are then passed through the same filt.er program which ran directly after the
data aquisition. Nearly all triggered events pass this filter stage. whereby tagged events again

pass with a higher rate (99.5 %) than do untagged events (94%).

4.4 Evaluation of the Radiative Width of Resonances

The luminosity L is a proportional constant that relates the cross section <r of a reaction with
the observed couiiting rate:

dN
- - l " (4 .7)



The value of this constant at a collider is dependenl 011 the beam currents. the beam cross
section. its revolution frequency and the number of bunches per beam. Since the parameters
are not easy to control. it is coimnon to determine the time integrated luminosity £ =
/ L di with a momtor reaction. The elaslic ( ~ c~ -scattering (Bhabha scattering) is especially
suitable since its cross section caii be calculated exactly in QED. its sigiiature in the detector
is unique and nearly background free. and the statistical error of the measurements are
mmimized due to the large cross section m comparison to all melastic processes.

The systematic error is lowest (<, 3 %) in the central region of the detector. The total
amount of data taken in 198C and available for the analysis correspoiids to an integrated
luminosity of C = SGpb~l [42, .

For a specific resonance t he number of events produced throughout that year is therefore:
^'pro = C • (T. Including the detector acceptance DA (— A*0(,ä/A7prc)) and the branching ratio
B(R —> X) of the resonance decaying into the final state X, only a small fractioii of these
eveiits are actually observed:

Nobf = C-<r(e+c~ -> c+c~R) >DA>B(R-> X] (4.8)

A similar equation is valid for the number of observed Monte Carlo events. Here. the lumi-
nosity is given for a resonance with a radiative width of l keV fsee eq. 4.1) and a branching
ratio of l into the final state A". Hence. the radiative width of the resonance under study is
given by the following expression:

A" 1

[keV] ^f ' ~,

If the Monte Carlo events are weighted with the ratio ( C d a i u - B(R —> X))/CMC-. *"^ radiative
width can directly be taken from the ratio of the observed number of data and MC events.



Chapter 5

Event Selection and Improvements of
the Reconstruction Software

This chapter describes the criteria for the selection of events used in all following analyses.
The final states ander study are TT^TT"-, . T r ^ T r ^ T T 0 and TT'TT"?/ , whereby the TT° and 77 decay
into two photons. Thus,, events with t wo charged particles and at least one neutral particle
have to be selected for these decay inodes. Furthermore. the decay of the Ty'-meson into
TT^ 7r"~ r\s studied where the r/ decays into the two major charged modes TT~ 7r~7r° and TT^ TT""-) .
For this final state a data sample with 4 charged tracks has to be selected.

5.1 Selection of TT^TT~ N*)f events

The data selection for the final states mentioned above Starts from the preselection tapes
(SELGGEX) described in section 3.2.5. To single out events with two tracks t hat result
from two-photon interactions. the following cuts have to be applied 011 account of the inner
detector Information:

In a first stage exactly two tracks are demanded. where one must be identified to come
from a positively charged. the other to come from a uegatively charged particle1. None of
these particles may have a momentum of more t hau 10 GeY. This requirement rejects most
of the radiative and non-radiative annihilation events still present at this selection stage.
The two tracks must show an acollinearity (angle between the two tracks in space. see Fig.
5.1) and acoplanarity (angle between the two track in the ry> -plane) of more than 2° . In
addition, a missiiig transverse momentum is demanded of at least p( > 0.005 GeV2 to allow
for photons in the final state. To reject events with unreconstructed tracks coming from the
interaction point, no more than 5 hits are allowed in the S innermost chambers in any of the
12 sectors defined for this purpose. The above cuts remove about 78 % of the events collected
on the exclusive two-photon selection tapes. Out of the 1.3 million events on the SELGGEX
tapes 294000 remain at this first stage.

In a second stage only those events are kept which have at least one uiilinked energy
cluster in the lead liquid argon calorimeters or in the hole tagger counter, About one third
of the events survive these cuts.

All these cuts can be applied using the Standard CELLO recoiistruction Software developed
for multihadron and exclusive annihilation events. For the special needs of reconstructing

1Due to nois»- that fakes additional hits close to the track sometimes one track is reconstructed twice with
nearly identical track parameters. The track with the more romplete Information is kept, the other discarded.
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Figure 5.1: cos i^-distribution between charged tracks.

low multiplicity two-photon events the program package VIOLA has been developed by the
CELLO two-photon group 43 . The main program contains several modules each of which
evaluate the Information present in the various detector components. There are modules
that decode the information of the forward calorimeter or the hole tagger couiiter. Another
module grades charged tracks according to their track parameters and to the number of hits
on the track, and calculates a common event vertex of all accepted tracks in the event. A
detailed secondary vertex search and reconstruction is performed to identify decays of con-
verted photons. A'°- or A-particles 35.44]. Furthermore, a particle identification for charged
particles down to energies well below l GeV is achieved in the liquid argon calorimeters by
a comparison of the logitudinal and lateral energy deposits of the particles with a set of
norm showers [28]. Yet another module identifies collections of hits in the inner detector
not attributed to any track by the Standard reconstruction program. These hits, in general,
stem from tracks not coming from the interaction point. such äs backscatterillg particles or
particles from decays. Showers that are created by these particles are removed from the
photon sample and linked to the tracks. A set of routines performs an improved linkage of

cuts for charged particles
10 GeV
-0.9994
-0.9994

> 0.005 Gt V2

Table 5.1: Selection cuts for charged particles. These cuts primarily reject amiihilation

background and exclusive 2-prong events.
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Information from the various detector components. taking into account the energy leakage
from one component to the other thus. the program prevents double countiiig of showers
created at the borders between forward and end cap calorimeter, end cap calorimeter and
hole tagger, hole tagger and barrel calorimeter - äs well äs the scattering or decay of particles
in the magnetic coil of the CELLO detector.

Special care has been taken to ideiitify genuine low energetic photons and distinguish them
from noise. The noise structure for each individual electronic channel has been monitored
and taken into account at the tiine of reconstruction. On these grounds a set of criteria (cf.
next section) is applied to judge the quality of energy clusters in the liquid argon calorimeter
and if these criteria are passed such a düster is called a photon.

AI] particles accepted by VIOLA are filled into four-vectors which allow an easy haiidling
of the events. For all other Information that is not identified äs noise a flag is set to distinguish
between truely exclusive and not fully reconstructed events.

This program is no\ applied to the data. Hereby. an adaptioii of the value of the magnetic
field of the coil2 and a new calibration of the liquid argon calorimeter for showers below 500
MeV was included. This energy region is especially interesting for the reactions aiialysed
in this thesis. The average energy of photons from r/-decays is of the order of 250 MeV
for untagged reactions and roughly 100 MeV higher in the single tag mode. Therefore, the
barrel and end cap part of the calorimeter are recalibrated using -y-;s from the 77'-decay and
low energy electrons stemming from converted photons. The calibration s from both methods
agree quite well and result in an improved resolution for various observed states.

Nevertheless, the photon energy stays the quantity measured with the lowest precision
and kinematical fit s or constraints have to be used to achieve an improved mass resolution of
the final state spectrum. äs will be shown later. While this can easily be done for events with
no tags, the knowledge of the exact position and energy of the scattered lepton is crucial for
the reconstruction of single tag events. An energy deposition of more t h an 5 GeV in the end
cap calorimeter is required for a tag to be accepted by VIOLA. In the forward calorimeter the
threshold is lower to clearly separate an untagged from a tagged event. The energy deposition
has to be lower than l GeV for an event to be accepted äs untagged, an energy above 2 GeV
qualifies for a tag (5 GeV for a good tag). Events with a measured tag energy between these
values are discarded.

Events coiitaining at least one photon are then separated into different samples according
to the number of tags and photons. The number of events in each sample can be found in
the following table.

class

2 tracks 1 photon
2 tracks 2 photons
4 tracks n photons

untagged
20967

6932

_

single tag
5034
1449
3539

~ I t proved to be neccessary to reduce the value of the magnetic field by 1.5 % in the reconstructioti program
for data events to avoid mass shifu in the invariant mass specira of resonances of the order 10 MeV observed
in previous analyses. The correction was determined using inclusivt- A"° —» TT^TT" from two-photon reactions
and non-radiative /j-pairs from annihilaUon.
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5.2 Selection of TT TT TT+TT 7V 7 events

For the analysis of t he decay 77' —t TT" TT~ r/ —> TT+TT TT+TT (?r0/7) it. is not neccessary to detect
and identify the photons from the Ty-decay. Thus. the selection of the dat.a sample can be
done solely on the ground of the inner tracking detector Information. Starting point for the
selection are the same SELGGEX-tapes already used for the previous selection.

First a data sample with four charged tracks (2 positive and 2 negative) is produced.
Secoiid, a data sample is created which contains events with 2 and 3 tracks and at least 2
and l track candidates. respectively. These track candidates are ideritified by a routine t hat
searehes for a collection of unassigned hits in the innermost chambers in predefmed sectors.
It is the same routine that was used in the previous selection to reject events that still
contain unreconstructed track candidates. This time these events are subjected to a modified
version of the reconstruction program. Due to the very stable beam conditions in the 1986
data taking period. the events are very clean and seldom contain hits in the inner detector
chambers not stemming from genuine tracks of the event. Thus, the reconstruction criteria
could be loosened substantially. Instead of demanding a füll reconstruction in z (which would
require a certain p, of the particle to reach 3 out of the 5 c-ch ambers) tracks are also accepted
with only one r-point from the inner detector plus the common ,-vertex from the other tracks
in the events 45]. In order not to collect too many fake tracks at least 5 points with no In t
missing inbetween is required for a good track. This way tracks down to a momentum of 60
MeV can be reconstructed and the statistics for four charged particle final states is increased
by about 50 %.

Events with exactly 2 positive and 2 negative tracks after this additional reconstruction
are merged with the above data sample. This sample of events is now processed by the
VIOLA program. Out of 43000 events at that stage 3600 events are triggered by the relevant
triggers 5. 15, 16, 7 or 10, and have a tagged lepton with an energy larger t hau 2 GeV.

5.3 Photon Selection Criteria

Due to the fine segmentatioii of the lead liquid argon calorimeter, a multitude of iiiformation
is available on every shower |46], This information is used to clearly separate photons from
noise or other neutral particles. A precise knowledge of the noise pattern is however essential
for this task. This was achieved by identifiiig hot and dead channels in the liquid argon
calorimeter throughout the whole experiment. For each channel the exact position and form
of the pedestals and their run dependance is monitored. This information is available to the
reconstruction program LATRAK described in section 3.2.4. Nevertheless. a small fraction of
chamiels still show some noise. which must be identined and rejected. Photon candidates in
the barrel and end c.ap calorimeter are subjected to special cuts. comparing their longitudinal
and lateral shower topology to norm-showers of a given energy. Furthermore. all those events
are rejected where an identined photoii is radiated off a charged particle, i.e. where the
direction of the photon coincides with the track direction in any point of the track in the
inner detector [47].

The criteria for accepting a photon are in particular:

• No established link to any track

• Relative amount of energy deposited in the nrst four layers must be larger than 30 %
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• The shower centre of the photon has to be in the first half of the calorimeter

• Showers must have an energy deposition in a.t least two of the three projections in the
calorimeter. independent of aiiy other shower present in the same calorimeter module.

• The total number of strips nred must be greater than or equal to t wo. If this number
is less than 5 at least 2 of the strips must have a pulse h ei gilt 4cr above the respective
noise pedestal.

• A detailed analysis is perfomied in the barrel and end cap calorimeters to make sure
a shower is not created from iioise and stray energv from another photon or track. A
mlnimum distance is required between energy clusters in one projectioii. if they overlap
in the projection perpendiculai to the first. Otherwise the cluster with the least strips
is rejected. No cuts are applied if the cluster has inore than 6 strips in total or at least
3 strips in the other t wo projections. By this procedure existing ambiguities can be
resolved in all cases. where two or more showers are in the same module.

• No energy cluster in the end cap liquid argon calorimeter is called a photon. if an
identified tag is present in the same module.

5.4 Recalibration of the Forward Calorimeter

The angular resolution of the forward calorimeter proved to be insufficient for the needs of this
analysis3. So here äs well a recalibration of the components was conducted. As a calibration
reaction tagged /j-pairs were taken. The (^-position of the tag can safely be predicted from
the well measured tracks in the event. This predicted position is compared to the ^-value
nieasured by the different components of the forward calorimeter.

For the positional measurement the information of the scintillator strips is the most crucial
item. The pedestals for the strips are taken from t hose quadrants which are opposite to the
actual tag in the event, the calibration constants are determined from the quadrant containing
the tag. The measured pulse heights on both ends of the scintillator strips are related with
the i^-position of the tag by the following expression:

cj
= — exp(-2£7v) (5.1)

where the c, are the calibration constants to be determined. 6 the damping constant of the
scintillator material and r the radius of the scintillator strip with respect to the beam axis.
The logarithm of this ratio is then plotted against the predicted ^-position taken from the
final state tracks. A fit [48i minimizing the linear distances of the measured fractions to
a straight line at the same time determines the damping constants äs well äs the ratio of
the calibration constants. For MC events the input values for the calibration constants are
verified and all damping constants are equal withiii errors. For dat. a events, however, no

3A kinematical fit does not improve the Situation here äs much äs in the notag case. Together with the badly
measured angular quantities in the forward speclrometer, we would have the insufficient energy resolution of
the low energetic photons in the liquid argon calorimeter. Thub, ihe mass resolution of the final state cannol be
improved. The same, unfortunatly, if true for the Q2 resolution of the tag itself, The Situation is quite different
if only charged particles make up the final state. Here the Q7 resolution can considerably be improved by a
kinematical fit (cf. ref. [35]).
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Figure 5.2: Result of the recalibration on the ^-resolution of tags.

miique value for the dampiiig constants is found (this niost likely shows the influence of
aging of the scintillator material). Instead, the iiidividual values are taken into consideration
at the time of reconstructioii. The </>resolution (tp tdntniator — Preconatructed) of the combined
scintillator Information using the above technique improves from 350 mrad 1o 95 mrad.
Together with a centre of gravity determination of the ^-position from the lead glass block
[49] an overall resolution of 85 mrad is achieved - an improvement of a factor of 2.4 over the
previous Situation.

One of the major obstacles in the Simulation of the forward calorimeter is the unknown
precise amount of material below and in front of the calorimeter. In the central part of the
calorimeter the energy deposits are reliably simulated äs can be seen from the good agreement
between measured and simulated energy spectra of Bhabhaeveiits. However, the distributions
of energies in the füll angular acceptance ränge of the forward calorimeter show a pronounced
disagreement for low energies. The functional depeiidence seen between the tagging angle i?
and the measured energy can be corrected for. However. it is not obvious t hat this will eure
the whole problem. If the observed access of low energetic showers over MC in the data is
not due to miscalibration of the energy response but rat her due to additional leakage into the
calorimeter from below. one would introduce a bias in the overall normalisatioii. Therefore,
the tagged data sample is later divided into t wo parts. One in the central region of the
forward calorimeter and another one comprising data from the füll region. It will be shown
in chapter 7 t hat the results of the form factor measurements oiily shghtly depend on this
selectioii.
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Chapter 6

Analysis of the Reaction 77 -> T/

The r/ has been the first resoiiance observed in a two-photon reactioii [50l. By no\v, a large
Hinüber of publications cxist on its production and decay into different decay channels. Very
few of them. however. report 011 the measurement of the production form factor of this
resonauce. Although more than 14 measurement s of the radiative width of the T/ have been
published or presented a t Conferences so far, there is still interest in fürt her nie äs u r einen t s or
a reanalysis of older data for the different decay modes. The values quoted for the radiative
width of this resonance cover the region from 3,8 keV to 6.2 keV. These results, however,
are not consistent within t hei r statistical errors (high statistics experiments tend to smaller
values of the radiative width). Systematical effects seemingly play an important role and
some of the early measurement s might have underestimated their systematical errors,

The total width of this resonauce (T,,- = 0.24 MeV) is so s mall in comparison t. o its niass
( m n < == 957.57 MeV) that the observed resonance shape is dominated by the experimental
resolution. The observation and aualysis of this resonance, äs a side effecl. therefore provides
a nice tool for checking the performance of the apparatus.

The scope of the following sections is an attem.pt for a bias-free analysis of the decay
T]' —> p- by applying äs few cuts äs possible to identify and select this very channel. In the
first section to come. the selection cuts for this channel will be described. From tliese data
the radiative width is determined. The value obtained is discussed in the section following
and compared to the values obtained by other experiments.

6.1 Determination of the Radiative Width of the T}'

The data sample with t wo charged tracks and one photoil is laken äs a starting point for
the analysis of 77'-production in untagged two-photon reactions. The decay of the ?/ into p1^
with p —» TT^TT" is the only decay channel which is triggered with a non-negligible rate in the
CELLO detector in the untagged mode. The pioiis from the p decay have a momentum of
358 MeV in the p-centre-of-mass at nominal p niass. If emitted under angles large eiiough,
this is above the threshold of p, ; 250 MeV demaiided by the trigger masks (see section
3.2.1).

Tracks tliat go into the very forward direction only pass a very limited number of chambers
in the central detector and use additional Information supplied by the end cap proportional
chambers. These tracks are not so well reconstructed and are therefore omitted from the
following and all subsequent analyses.

Plotting the invariant mass 771(7:^^^7). already at this stage an »/'-signaJ can be seen
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above a sizeable background. The resolution of the signal can drastically be improved using
the fact that all truely exclusive reactions in the untagged mode should have a balanced
transverse momentum. The badly measured energy of the photon can be replaced by a value
calculated from the well measured track momenta and the angle between the TT^TT" -System
and the photon. Muhiplying the photon energy by the scale factor SF will put the transverse
momentum parallel to the TT^TT" direction to zero and at the same time will mimmize the
overall event transverse momentum. The value of the scale factor is given by:

SF = Pf cos (6.1

The invariant mass spectrum after applying this correction is shown in figure 6.1. Clearly
seen is an ?/-signal with about 1300 events and an a2(1320)~signal with about 1500 events.
The latter stems from the decay o2 ~> 7r+7r~7r°, where one of the photons frorn the 7r°-decay
escapes detection. This reaction has already been analysed in detail elsewhere [74 . Here we
only study this reaction äs a source of background to the 7/-signal. Since the ?/-decay is fully
reconstructed and reactions Hke the 02-decay are only partly reconstructed, the background
level can drastically be reduced by applying a cut on the total transverse momentum of the
final state. The recalculation of the photon energy allows us to cut at very small values of
the transverse momentum. Values äs low äs ; ^ pt2 < 0.001 GcV2 can be choseii. The total
transverse momentum spectrum with this cut value is shown in figure 6.2.

For the determination of the radiative width of the 77' fromits decay int.o p-y it is neccessary
to identify the p. It has been kiiown for a long time that the p-spectrum in this decay cannol
be described by a simple Breit-Wigner function, since the spectrum is bound from below by
the TTTT-threshold and from above by the 7/-mass. Taking int o account the correct description
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MC expectation for the p-shape normalized to F^ = 3.62 keV. The dashed lines mark the
p-band cut values.
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[24] of the TTTr-phase space and the matrix element (see section 2.5). tlie p-spectrum is shiftcd
towards smaller invariant masses and takes an asynimetric form. For selecting events in the
p-band we clioose the following mass ränge:

p-band : 0.50 Gel7 •. m(7T7r) < 0.82 GtV (6.2)

The invariant TTTr-mass spectrum with a | ^p r ' J -cu t of 0.001 GcV2 is shown in fig. 6.3
together with the MC expectation (daslied histogram) for the process under study. and the
above p-band cut values.

Counting the number of events. To calculate the radiative width of a resonance the
number of events in the signal region has t o be compared t o the number of MC events
expected in the same region. This is most easily done if no background is present underneath
the signal or the level of background can safely be predicted by counting the number of events
in sidebands where 110 signal is expected. A clean dat.a sample with äs little background äs
possible is favoured for such an approach. To get a handle on differences in the acceptance
of the various detector components, the data sample is split accordiiig to the calorimeter
the photon is detected in. The course of the analysis will first be descnbed for the data
sample where the photon is detected in the barrel calorimeter. Here we expect most of the
events. The analysis of the end cap calorimeter sample, following the same liiie, will then be
presented in less detail.

Commoiily a cut in the photon energy is applied to reject, showers created by noise still
present, in the data. In the barrel calorimeter we choose a value of 130 MeV for this cut.
The mass spectrum of the remaining events with (shaded histogram) and without (solid line
histogram) p-band cut is shown in figure 6.4. To calculate the radiative width T^ (T}') the
number of events in the signal region (0.92 - 1.00 GeV) has to be determined. The background
still present under the signal is estimated from t wo sidebands (0.76 - 0.84 GeV and 1.08 -
1.16 GeV) far away from the resonance. With 716 events found in the signal region and
96 events in the sidebands the number of Ty'-candidates is 668 ± 27. The error is purely
statistical and is given by the square root of the number of events in the signal region before
background subtractioii. The efTect of the sideband subtraction will be accounted for in the
final systematical error. The same procedure for the MC events (normalized to the data
luminosity C of 86 pb~l and to a branching ratio B(// —» p7) of 30.1 % |17j) gives 183.4
events. The systematical uncertainty of background subtraction is estimated to be less than
4 %. These numbers traiislate by virtue of eq. 4.9 int o a radiative width F.,-, of:

T^ = 3.62 = 0.15 keV (6.3)

Since a cut in the photon energy might introduce some bias if the shapes of the energy dis-
tributioiis do not quite agree between data and MC. a systematic study has been performed.
The energy spectra of the signal and side band regions have separately been obtained for
data and MC. A simple subtraction of the side band spectra, however, does not take into ac-
count the reduced (iiicreased) amouiit of phase space available for the respective side bands
in comparison to the signal region. Therefore negative entries occur on both ends of the
photon energy spectrum. The background subtracted energy spectra are shown in fig 6.5. A
divisioii of the integrated spectra will directly give the dependence on a lower energy cut if
the integration is performed from right to left. Figure 6.6 on the left hand side shows this
dependence on the energy cut while the right hand side of this figure shows the result of
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(left figure). The
T' in bins of the

the di vision of the energy spectra itself. This latter is equivalent t o a determination of the
radiative width in certain bins of the photon energy. The highest values occur in the centre of
the photon spectrum while the results from both flanks are considerably lower. Nevertheless,
all results agree within their statistical errors. The systeinatic effect on a lower cut value on
the photon energy is estiinated to be of the order of 4 % towards lower values froin the one
quoted above. The same procedure can be repeated with a füll kinematical fit of the final
state System requiring p,-balance. The results obtained are systematically 4 % higher for
every photon eiiergy cut value selected.

In the end cap calorimeter the same technique is applied to obtain the radiative width of
the T]'. The statistics is about a factor of 7 lower than in the barrel calorimeter. Here. only

99.0 ± 11.7 events are observed (22.8 in MC), leading to a radiative width of:

= 4.34 ±0.51 (6.4

The combined result for the barrel and end cap calorimeter sample is obtained by a
weighted average of the two results:

i x i ' w i ± w i - V 2 ' , w^l/tfxif (6.5)

The value is doininated by the statistically more signifikant result from the barrel calorimeter

sample:

T^ = 3.68 ± Ö.14(stat.) ± QA8(syst.) krV (6. G )

The second error quoted is the systematical error. It is the sum of squares of the contributions
from the luminosity determination (3 %), background subtraction (3 %), trigger Simulation
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(5 % ). Variation of the photon energy cut (4 CÄ ). the track reconstruction efficiency (4 %) and
the photon detection efficiency (8 %). giving rise lo an overall systematical error of 13 c/c.
The branching ratio (30.1(/J ± 1.4(/< ) that is needed to calculate this number is known with a
precision of 5 %. Its error is included in the above number.

A fit to the mass spectrum. Another way of determining the radiative width of a res-

onance is a fit to the invariant mass spectrum. using MC events to predict the shape of the
resonances present in the spectrum and some parameterisation for the background shape.
Since no füll kiiiematical fit has been performed to prodxice the invariant mass spectrum un-
der study (cf. figs. 6.1, 6.7). but rather a recalculation of the photon energy. the sigiials are
not necessarily described by Gaussian resolutioii functions or Breit-Wigner functions folded
with a Gaussian. Instead. the shape has to be taken from the MC Simulation, where a sum
of two Gaussiaiis with different. resolutions a was found to give a good description of the MC
invariant mass spectrum.

The ry'-eventb w;ere generated according to the procedure described in chapter 4 based
on the cross section formula (eq. 2.40) in chapter 2. For generating «2-fveiits results from
our analysis 74 ; of the helicity structure have been used. A BreitAVigner function with the
mass (m =1.318 GeV) and width (T = = 110 MeV) of the a2(1320) taken from [17",. modified
by Blatt-Weisskopf form factors for helicity-2 production. has been used to generate the

resonance for leptoii scattering angles up to 50 mrad. The Q2-evolution of the form factor
has been described by a simple p-pole.

The events are then subjected to various cuts. The first data sample contains events
where no cuts have been applied. except the ones from the preselectioll described in chapter
5. a second data sample contains those that passed a transverse momentum cut of ^p, 2 *

0.01 GeV2 . and a third those that passed the strong traiisverse momentum cut of Y,Pt 2 •
0.001 GcV2 with photon energies above 130 MeV. For all these data samples the shape
parameters of both resonances have been determined separately. Fixing the shape parameters

and leaving only the absolute normalization free, the sum of the resonances plus a background
is fitted to the data invariant mass spectrum. For the background shape three different
parametrisations have been used: ( l ) o * (x — b)c * t r-*-"* f (9 ) a *• ( x - 6)c * (d — x }f and (3) a

third order polynomial. The second and third parametrisations were found to be numerically
more stable. leading to a faster conversion of the fit. The parameter b in the first and the
parameters b and d in the second describe the eiid points of the distribution and were held
Üxed during the fit. Varying these parameters has a maximum impact ou the resulting ?/-
radiative width of 3 %. The third parametrisalioii does not contaiii such parameters and can

be used to cross check the results. Fixing the end point parameters of the second function
at b -- 0.5 and d - - 3.5 yields results that are identical to the results obtained with the

third order polynomial for the last two data samples. Such a fit to the data spectrum with a
^pf |2-cut of 0,01 GeV2 can be seen in fig. 6.7. 1t was found that the Integration, ränge played

a much stronger systematic role on the results than the paranietrisation of the background
shape. and therefore will be presented here. Figure 6.8 shows this dependence of the resulting
radiative width for the 77' on the upper bound of the nt ränge. The tendency to higher values
of the radiative width writh an increasing upper bound is easily understood by the fact that
the background shape is primarily fixed by the values far away from the resonance regioii.

Since none of the data samples and noiie of the background parametrisations can be
favoured. the final result has been obtained by averaging over the individual results. For the
o2 a radiative width of F7^(a2) = 0.97 ± 0.09(siaf.) ± 0.2Q(syst.} keV was found, which is
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Figure 6.7: Invariant m(7r + 7r -y )-spectrum with p2( < Q.QlGeV2. Shown are the results of a
fit to the data spectrum using the MC predicted shapes.

in good agreement with the result obtained by our previous analysis [74j. The systematical
error given here, however, oiily includes the systematical effects ffom the fit procedure and
denotes the rnaximum deviation frorn the rnean value found. The correspoiiding result for
7/-radiative width is:

- 3.62 ± kcV (6.7

Here äs well, the systematical errors denote the maximum deviation found by varying the

upper fit bound.
This result for the radiative width is in excellent agreement with the one found by the

simple counting of //'-candidates. The systematic error determined here is a measure for the

background shape and photon energy determination accuracy. It is well in accord with the 3%
and 4%) error estimated in the last section. Thus, the overall systematic error is determined
to be 13%, including the error of the branching ratio.

The final iiumber for the radiative with will be taken from the last determination since it

comprises more systematic effects than the simple counting determination. To be independent

from the actual value of the branching ratio and to quote only the errors present in this
analysis, the radiative width is quoted äs:

B(7)' -> p-,) = 1.09 ±0.04(5io.f.) ±0.l3(sysi.) kcV (6.8)

The systematic error of 12% contains the contributioiis from the luminosity determination
(3%), trigger Simulation (5%.), photon detection (8%;) and track reconstruction (4%) efficiency
äs well äs the 6% error from the background parametrisation and photon energy cuts.
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6.2 The /9-Mass Spectrum and Decay Angular Distri-
bution

The electromagnetic decay of t he ?/ —> p-) is a magnetic dipole transition with a partial decay
rate described hy equation 2.54. Starting froni t he selection of events shown in flg. 6.4 it is
interesting to study whether the />-mass spectrum and the decay angular distribution of the
pions in the p-helicity frame are well described by the MC data generated according to this
forniula.

The 77' events considered for this study have passed a transverse momentum cut of
Y^Pt 2 < 0.001 GeV'2 and have a photon with energy above 130 MeV after the scale fac-

tor correction. Since the 77' has spin zero and the photon is massless the helicity of the p in
the decay r/' —* P7(0~ —* 1~1~ ) is restricted to ± 1. This leads to a sin2 tf-distribution of the
7r-decay angle in the p-helicity frame. The cost9* |-distribution of this angle for 77'-events is
plotted in fig.6.9. In order to assure t hat only r/'-events contribute to this plot. only events
in the p-band have been taken. Furthermore the contributions from two sidebands (0.88-0.92
and 1.00-1.04 GeV) have been subtracted from the distribution in the 7/-mass region (0.92-
1.00 GeV). The data distribution is marked with crosses denotiiig the width of the cos^*-bins
and the statistical error on the number of entries in these bins. The MC prediction of this
angle normalized to the measured radiative width of 3,62 keV is shown äs a dotted line his-
togram. The agreement between the two distributions is very good, showing t hat indeed the
p-meson is polarized in this decay.

The shape of the p is studied in the TTTr-invariant mass spectrum obtained in a similar
fashion. Again the contributions of the two sidebands are subtracted from the distribution
gained in 7/-mass region. However no p-band cut is applied this time. The resulting shapes of
the p-mass distribution is shown in fig.6.10, the crosses mark the data entries and the dotted
line histogram the MC predicted shape and normalization for a radiative width of 3.62 keV.
The agreement between the curves is good, maybe there is little excess of data events on the
right flank accompanied by a little excess of MC events on the left flank. This distortioii of
the shape has also been observed by the PLUTO [53], ARGUS [58], TASSO 154] and TPC/2-j
56 collaborations. Other collaborations. however, do not observe this eifert. The effect is

certainly small and only a combined aiialysis of acceptance corrected spectra could yield a
definite answer.

6.3 Discussion of the Results and Comparison to Other
Experiments

The resulting radiative width of 3.62 keV is one of the lowest obtained so far. Other publi-
cations äs well quote values below 4 keV. In table 6.1 an overview is given over all published
values for the radiative width of the ??'. One has to note that the quoted radiative widths were
derived with different values for the corresponding branching ratios. To correct for possible
changes of the branching ratio between the date of publication and now, the radiative widths
have to be recalculated from the values for F,^ times branching ratio. These values are taken
directly from the pubhcations or calculated from the branching ratios given in the paper. If
none of these numbers is available. the branching ratio is taken from the latest issue of the
Review of Particle Propcrties available at the time of publication. The radiative width is
then recalculated using the branching ratios from the 1988 edition of this review [17]. The
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p-v
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5.0 ±0.5 = 0.9
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4.5 ± 0.3 ±0.7
3.76 = 0.13± 0.47
4 .7± 0.6 ±0.9
4.6 = 0.4 = 0.6
4.6= 1.1 = 0.9
3.8^± 0.7± 0.6
4.7 ± 0.5 ± 0.5
3.80± 0.13± 0.50
4.96 ± 0.23 ± 0.72
4.61 = 0.32= 0.60
4.37 = 0.621^5
4.60 = 0.49^,
3.62 ± 0.15 ± 0.47

BR
29.8
29.8
29.8
30.0
30.0
1.9 r
30.0
30.0
16.9

f" 1 T^ COT 1 T T% I -,-, kev
±1.7
± 1.7"
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± 1.6
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±1.6
± 1.6
± 0.5"

0.086 = 0.008
30.0
16.9
2.23
17.2
2.16
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12.6
30.1
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± 0.5a-f

= Ü.1S

± 0.6°
±0.16
± 1.6°
±0.6°
±0.5D

±1.4

5.7= 1.1 ± 1.1
5.0 = 0.5 = 0.9
6.1 = 1.1 = Ü.8
3.79± 0.26= 0.42
5.1 ± 0.4 ± 0.7
3.5 = 0.8 = 0.5
4.5 ± 0.3 = 0.7
3.76± 0.13 ±0.47
4.7 = 0.6 ±0.9
5.1 ± 0.4 ±0.6
4.6 = 1.1 ±0.9
3.7 = 0.7 ±0.6
4.8 ± 0.5 ±0.5
3.80 = 0.13= 0.50
4.96± 0.23 ± 0.72
4.61 ± 0.32± 0.60
4.37± 0.62 +£jj*
4.60± 0.49l§;96
3.62 ± 0.15 ±0.47

value taken from PDC
systematical error estimated

c r/-decay into ^^^" (Tr 0 / ^ ' )
9 results superseded by 65]

value was extrapolated from (Revolution to O1 — 0
( isospin fraction of 2/3 of BR(if ~ TJTTTT) = 65.2 % used
* supersedes an earlier publication from 1979

Table 6.1: Compilation of published values for T,
are observed in their decay mode TJ —> 77.

(77'). If not marked differently, all ?/-decays

branching ratios used are listed in table 6.2.
On first sight there seems to be a clustering of radiative widths in two regions. One

around values of 3.8 keV and the other one in the ränge between 4.5 and 6.2 keV. Is this
clustering significant? An answer to this question can be given using a presentation of the
results known äs an ideogram ;17]. It is a graphical representation of the sum of all results.
where each individual measurement contributes with a Gaussianfunction of xnean x,, Standard
deviation <$£, and weight 1/^x,. Figure 6.11 shows such an ideogram based on the statistical
errors given by the expenments. The füll line is the sum of all Gaussians, while the broken
lines represent the sums of the different decay channels. Based on the statistical errors only.
a world average for the radiative width can be calculated from all the experiments using
formula 6.5. The resulting radiative width is

(IV,) -4.04±0.06(5^a#.) kfV 6.9)

consisting of the resultb from the individual decay channels: 3.95 = 0.08 keV (p-} ) . 3.97 ± 0.12
keV (TyTrTr) and 4.84 ± 0.20 keV (7-)). The first two decay modes clearly favour a value just
below 4 keV, while the last decay mode results in a value closer to 5 keV. The central value
of the 77-decay mode is off the average by 4 Standard deviatioiis. If instead the Standard
way of determining a world average is taken. i.e. the quadratic addition of statistical and



channel
?/' — > 7/7T4 1\~

?-/ -> 77
7r° — * 77

branching ratio
44.1 ± 1.6
30.1 ± 1.4
20.5 ± 1.3
2. 16 ±0.16
23.7 ±0.5

4.91 ±0.13
38.9 ± 0.4

98. 798 ± 0.032

S = 1.2*
S=1.4*

S=l.l*
* scaled error see [17l

T'able 6.2: 77', 77 and TT° branching ratios from the Review of Particle Properties. 1988 [17

systematic errors t,o weight the measurements. the discrepancy is not äs big:

\L T-, / = 4.27 i O. l7(sfaf + s y s t ) kc\)

with 4.22 x 0.22 keV(p7), 4.23 ± 0.34 keV (T/TTTT) and 4.56 ± 0.45 keV (77). The same effect is
seen in the ideogram (fig.6.12) when systematic and statistical errors are added quadratically.
The resulting shape does not show the two distinct peaks at 4 and 5 keV. This seems to be
an indication that systematic efFects already taken into account by the experiments play an
important role. To identify possible sources of these systematic efFects it. is instructive to go
back to the ideogram with the statistical errors.

While the results from the decay into 77- favour higher values of the radiative width,
both the decay channels p~) and TJTTTT show the same structure äs the total sum, namely
the centering around two different values. This latter effect already rules out an earlier
attempt for an explanation based on an argument about the decay matrix element for the
reaction 77' —> p-,. Some of the early experiments did not take into account the magnetic
dipole transitioii nature for this decay and were therefore excluded in s o nie review articles
from an averaging of results. However, the split-up into two regions is preserved when these
experiments are omitted from the ideograms.

Another possible explanation for this clustering of values might be found in the simu-
lation of the production cross section. Here big difFerences can be expected if the simple
EPA-formalism is taken instead of exact formulas such äs the one given in [7,71]. Several
different programs are used to calculate the cross sections and to generate the events. One of
the commonly used generators is based on a work by Vermaseren [70], used e.g. by the ASP
and Crystal Ball collaborations. This generator was cross checked by the Crystal Ball Col-
laboration |60j with an independent program based on the cross section formula by Bouneau,
Gourdin and Martin [7l]. One of the Integration variables in our generator is the scattering
angle of the leptons. Öur MC events have been geuerated in the ränge from 0-450 mrad. The
dependence of the cross section Integration result INT in eq.4.1 on this scattering angle is
shown in fig.6.13. Above angles of 150 mrad the value stays stable and reaches the limiting
value of 166 nb/keV. The Integration has been performed with a p-for in factor and for a centre
of mass energy of 10.01 GeV at the T-resonance äs studied by the Crystal Ball collaboration.
The values used in their study of the ?/-decay into 777r07r0 [60] are shown in the same figure
and are in excelleiit agreement with the value obtained with our MC generator. The same
exercise has been performed for other beam energies to compare with the Integration results
of other experiments. The expected dependence of INT on the beam energy äs predicted by
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Figure 6.11: Ideogram with statistical errors. The füll line is the suin of all Gaussians. while
the broken, doited and dash-dotted line are the results for the p~,. T/TT^TT" and 77 final states
respectively.

our generator is shown äs a dashed line in fig.6.14. Besides our value and the Crystal Ball

value. the values from TPC/27 J68], ASP [64] and Markll [59] are shown. They agree within
5% with our result for a beam energy of 14.5 GeV, showing that the generator alone cannot
account for the wide spread found in the radiative widths. However, the mimber for Markll
was calculated from a publication which in the meantinie was superseded by a later publica-
tion [65,66]. In this publications and in the thesis [67] the 1989 values are based upon, the
radiative widths are calculated under the false assumptiou that the Field correction factors

C(r) (see [72]) can be applied to Low "s approximation of the cross section formula. Indeed,
Low's formula and Field's leading log approximation are nearly identical up to the argument
of the logarithm: lu2E/m (Field) vs. In E/m (Low). This logarithm of 2 accounts for a dif-
ference of 16-14% at energies between 5 and 17.5 GeV. This effect in the meantime has been
noticed by Markll and the results have been corrected accordingly [66] and quoted in the
above table äs the 1989 results. The exclusion of the Markll results because of these effect s
and the preliminary nature of their corrected data does however not change the problem of
clustering of results for the radiative width.

If the acceptances of the detectors are correctly understood. the only remaining quantity
that caii cause such a cluslermg are the branching ratios of the various channels. Here.
the branching ratio of the 77' into 77 is a clear candidate. Its value has been determined
by the Particle Data Group in t wo different ways. One value is obtained by averaging the
individual results of experiments measuring the quantity F(77)/r,0(a/, the other is obtained
by a combined fit to all branching fractioiis. In the 1986 Particle Data Book the branching
ratios obtained from the average (0.0183 ± 0.0016) and the fit (0.0185 ± 0.0016) are in
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Figure 6.12: Ideogram with statistical and systematic errors added quadratically. The füll
liiie is the s um of all Gaussians, while the broken. dotted and dasli-dotted Hne are the results
for the p-/. TJTT+TT" and 77 final states respectively.
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excellent agreement. The 1988 issue quotes 0.0196 i 0.0015 for the average and 0.0216 ±
0.0016 for the fit, where the error of the latter is scaled up by a factor of 1.4 to account
for inconsistent measurements. The fit result is quoted in the meson summary table and is
therefore used äs the branching ratio by the experiments. It is 10 % higher than the 1988-
average and 18 % higher than the 1986-average. The error on the branching ratio in the same
tiine has only diminished from 8.7% to 7.5%, leaving enough rooin for fürt her movements of
the central value. The changes in the branching ratios are due to measurements of various

neutral Tj'-branching ratios performed by the GAMS Collaboration [75] in 1987, destroying
the seemingly consistent picture of fits and averages in the 1986 particle data book. The
measurements by GAMS are however very precise and at least one other experiment is now
needed to resolve the inconsistencies. With the current measurements of the radiative width
in the decay channel rf —> 77 a branching ratio äs high äs 2.6 % is needed to arrive at a value
of 4 keV, found for the other two decay modes if averaged with the statistical error only.

H the deviations of the radiative width determined in the 7*>-decay mode of the r?' in
comparison to the other two modes can be attributed to the branching ratio, the only recent
results that is far off from the average is the measurement of Crystal Ball in the T/7r°7r° —>
67 decay mode. Here äs well the branching ratio has moved by 10% due to the GAMS
measurement. With the current branching ratio a value of 5.1 ± 0.4 ± 0.6 keV is found.
With about 40 % more data events this value has gone down to T^(rj') = 4.6 ± 0.3 ± 0.5 keV
(prelim.) [76] moving closer to the average of the statistically more significant results. This
inight be an indication that with more statistics the systematic efTects are better understood
by the experiments and the apparent discrepancies between the published values can be
attributed to a large extent to detector acceptances and branching ratios.



Chapter 7

r,'-Form Factor Measurement

To measure the production form factor of a resonance in a two-photon reaction at least one
of the scattered leptons has t o be detected. Experiment ally it is found t hat the production
rate for pseuduscalar mesons is drastically reduced for increasing values of the momentum
transfered by the virtual photon. This behaviour is described by different models. The
expected dependence of the production rate on the four-momentum squared (q~ - — Q2) of
the virtual photon. tagged by the measurement of its corresponding lepton. typically has the
form 1/(1 -4- Q2 /m2)2 . In VDM-type descriptioiis m is the mass of a p or 0-meson. in a QCD
inspired calculatioii by Brodsky and Lepage the fuiictjoiial dependence on Q2 turns out to be
the same and the mass is calculated to be r?i — 830 McV.

Whatever model is taken, the production rate is drastically reduced for large values of
Q2 and hence for largo tagging angles. Oiily experiments with tagging devices äs close äs
possible to the beam pipe are able to measure tagged reactions with a reasonable rate. With
the CELLO forward detector the Q2-range froni 0.3 GcV2 to 3.4 Gel'2 is covered while with
the end cap calorirneter Q'-values above 3.5 GcV2 can be measured.

In this chapter, the measurenient of the form factor for the pseudoscalar resonance 77' is
presented in the decay modes T]' —> p^ and r\> T/TT^ TT~ with TJ —* 77 or 7; —* TT+TT {7r°/7). In
the last section the results of the various decay channels are combined and will be compared
to results of other experiments and theoretical expectations.

7.1 The Reaction 77* —> rj —> p7

A dat. a sample of 5000 events with t wo charged tracks, one photon and a tag with energy
above 2 GeV is available for this analysis. However. in order to have a well reconstructed tag,
a taggiiig energy above 5 GeV is demanded in this analysis. Besides the data sample coverin g
the füll acceptance region of the forward calorimeter, a subsample in the well understood
regioii between 50 and 85 mrad is considered äs well.

As in the analysis of the corresponding untagged reaction, events with tracks with very
small angles with respect to the beam axis are omitted from the analysis. The detection of
the photon is done with the barrel calorimeter. Unlike the untagged data sample 110 sigiial
is visible above the huge background without any kinematical fit. The simple method for
recalculating the photon energy from the well measured tracks does not work here. since
the tagged lepton carries a non-negligible transverse momentum which is only known with
poor precisioii. Although the 97-resolution was considerably improved, the lack of a good
energy resolution in the forward calorimeter still prevents a tuning of the final state system
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Figure 7.1: Q2-resolution of tagged events after a kinematical fit requiring ^,-balance

towards a mass resolution comparable to the one achieved in the untagged reaction. Instead,
the kinematical fit, improves the Q2-resolution. The Q2-resolution c r ( Q 2 ) / Q 2 reached (see fig.
7.1) is 10 % in the forward calorimeter and S % in the end cap calorimeter.

The mass spectrum of events surviving the kinematical fit with a \-probability of > 2% is
shown in fig 7.2. Clearly seeii is an ry-signal around mass values of 500 MeV and the r/-signal
around 950 MeV. The level of background is considerably reduced if only events with photons
above an energy of 50 MeV (200 MeV for a cross check, see fig. 7.3 for a comparison between
photon energy spectrum in data and MC) are considered and a cut in the decay angle of the
TT in the /»-helicity frame of |cosi9* i < 0.8 is applied. If events are selected which liave their
TTTT-mass in the />-band (500 - 820 MeV) barely any background is left. The correspondiiig
spectrum is shown äs the shaded histogram in fig. 7.2 with about 30 ?y'-canclidates.

If besides the photon energy cut and the />-band condition events in the ry'-region are
selected, the distribution of the 7r-decay angle in the p-helicity frame can be studied. Fig. 7.4
shows this distribution in the 7/'-region with the contribution of two sidebands subtracted to
accouiit for the background present under the resonance. The distribution nicely agrees with
the expected behaviour for the decay of the if into the two vector particles p and •). The
inlet m this figure shows the MC prediction for this angle,

To determine the number of events in the signal region and correctly subtract the mimber
of background events. the mass plot is binned in such a fashion that the expected signal is
present in a single bin. This way the neighbouring bins of equal size only contain background
events. From these bins the background shape can be inferred and a hand-drawn background
is subtracted from the bin contaiiiing the signal. This recipe is now applied to the mass
spectrum with mass bins of 200 MeV width and a signa] bin that is centred at 950 MeV. The
data sample is split according to the measured Q2-values of the event into 5 bins of Q2 with
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Figure 7.2: Invariant 777(71-+ TT 7)-spectnim for tagged events after a füll kinematical fit. The
shaded histogram shows the spectruni for events in the />band with cos T?* l < 0.8 and
E^ > 200MeV.
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Figure 7.3: Photon energy spectrumfor data and MC events in the p-baiid with icosi?* < 0.8.
The MC distribution (shaded histogram) is the prediction for a /9-pole form factor.
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Figure 7.4: Decay angle of the TT in the p-helicity frame. the inlet shows the MC prediction
for a 0" —> 1~1~ decay for the case where one of the vector particles is a photon

roughly equal statistics. The first 4 Q2-bins cover the forward calorimeter, the last Q2-bin
the end cap calorimeter. The resulting number of 7/-events in each Q2-bin can be found in
table 7.1, the number of events including the background is given behind the slash. The total
number of ^'-events after background subtractioii found this way is 31.0 it 6.6 (44 including
background) for a cut of 200 MeV in the photon energy and 41.0 ± 7.7 (59) for a cut of 50
MeV.

The <?2-dependence of the production form factor is given by comparisoii of these num-
bers with the MC expectation for a flat form factor. The MC events in this analysis have
been generated according to a -//St-form factor (see chapter 4) and consequently have to be
weighted according to a flat form factor and the data luminosity to obtain the desired result.
Out of 24000 events that were subjected to the detector Simulation 5000 events remain after
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Table 7.1: Values of the form factor in 5 bins of Q2 covering the füll acceptance region of
the forward calorimeter and end cap calorimeter. The vahies are given for a photon energy
above 50 MeV (200 MeV). The number given behind the slash is the number of events in the
signal region including background.
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Figure 7.5: (Revolution of the ^'-7 transition form factor in the reaction r}' —> p-, (in keVj
for events with a photon energy above 50 MeV. Shown are also the predictions for a p and
d>-VDM form factor and the QCD-prediction by Brodsky and Lepage

all the cuts described. These events are now split into the 5 Q2-bins. The weighted number
of //-eveiits in each of the bins is shown in the table with the data events. Dividing the
corresponding numbers directly yields the value for the form factor /2 times the radiative
width IV of the resonance (T^r - / 2 (Q 2 ,0) = m3/647r • F2(Q2,0)}. The values are plotted in
fig. 7.5 together with the data point at Q2 ~ 0 from the analysis of the untagged reaction
described further above. Also shown are the VDM predictions for a p and <£-form factor and
the QCD-form factor äs predicted by Brodsky and Lepage, all normalized to the data point
at Q2 = 0.

The central region of the for ward calorimeter is much better understood than the füll
acceptance region, If the tags are restricted to the ränge of 50 to 85 mrad, a nice agreement
in the energy spectra between data and MC is obtaiiied for tagged electron and muon-pairs
[77] regarding shape and absolute normalization. Although about half of the events are lost
by this cut, it is quite instructive to repeat the above analysis for this region. Keepmg the

Q2 [GeV]
0.3 - 0.8
0.8 - 1.2
1.2 - 1.7
1.7 - 3.4

# of data events

0.0 ( 1)
8.5 (12)
3.5 ( 6)
1.5 ( 2)

# of MC events I

1.9G
13.95
13.49
6.07

V> • f2(Q'2} IkeV]
-

0.61±0.25
0.26±0.18
0.25±0.24

Table 7.2: Values for the form factor in the restricted region of the for ward calorimeter (50
- 85 mrad) for a photon energy above 200 MeV
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same Q2-biiming äs before. the number of data and MC events are determined in the way
described above. The number of events and the values for the form factor can be found in
table 7.2. Within the statistical precision achieved these values are in good agreement with
the ones obtained in the füll acceptance region of the forward calorimeter. The following
aiialyses will therefore always exploit the füll region available.

The systematical uiicertainties in the determination of the Q2-development of the form
factor cornprises all the uiicertainties already mentioned in the analysis of the untagged data.
However, oiie has to take into account the larger error for the trigger Simulation (6% for the
forward tagged events and 10% for events measured in the end caps). some 15 % error from
background subtraction and 10% from the photon energy cut, giving rise to a total systematic

error of 23 %.

7.2 The Reaction 77" — » 77' — » TyTr^yr" , t] — » 77

While for untagged reactions the decay of the ?/ into pj has been studied by previous exper-
iments far more often than the decay into TJTT+TT" , this is not true for tagged reactions. Each
of these decay modes has been observed by two collaborations in the tagged mode (for a dis-
cussions of their results see the conclusions of this chapter). The most pronounced difFerence
to the process described in the last, section is the low Q-value of the reaction. Due to the

masses involved only a small amount of kinetic energy is available for the decay products. A
sizeable transverse momentum of the tracks is however needed in order to pass the trigger

condition in the CELLO detector. Therefore, this reaction can only be studied in the tagged

mode in our detector. With a magnetic field of 1.32 T tracks from the corresponding un-
tagged reaction curl up in the inner detector. The photons from 7?-decay on the average have
an energy of 274 MeV from the decay and some additional energy due to the momentum of
the i] itself. Both of the photons can therefore be detected with a reasonable rate and the r\n be reconstructed. Once the r\s reconstructed, events from this decay charmel of the r}'

are easily identified.

The data sample with two charged tracks. two reconstructed photons and a tagged lepton
is much smaller than the one in the previous analysis. it only contains 1500 events. As
before, only tags with an energy above 5 GeV are considered for the determination of the
Q2-dependence of the form factor.

To reconstruct this specific decay mode of the T/. the decay of the r/ into two photons has
to be identified. The mass resolution, taken from MC, for the reconstruction of this resonaiice

decay is 70 MeV. The invariant 7-y-mass spectrum for data events is shown in fig.7.6, with the
expected MC mass distribution shown in the inlet in the upper right hand corner of the same
figure. Seen is a clear 7T°-signal in the data spectrum, an r^-signal, however. is not evident in
this plot. It is believed that the small signal is submerged in a larger background of badly
measured photon pairs and combinations of photons from higher multiplicity states.

With a mass cut of 310 - 720 MeV events in the ??-band can safely be selected, rejecting at
the same time all the background from TT°'S. Using the events in the T?-band a füll kinematical
fit with an T^-mass coiistraiiit for the two photons is performed. The 7-)-mass spectrum of
events surviving this fit is shown äs the shaded histogram in fig.7.6.

Combining the two photons fitted to rj-mass with the two charged particles yields the
invariant TJTT^ TT~ -mass spectrum shown in fig.7.7. A background free ?/-signal with 10 events
is seen on the left hand side of the mass spectrum. The transition form factor of the r/'-meson
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Figure 7.6: Invariant -p-mass for eveiits with two charged tracks and two photons. The
solid line histogram shows all events while the events in the shaded histogram survived a
kinematical fit with 77-mass constraint for the two photons. The dotted lines mark the ry-band
cut ränge. The histogram in the upper right hand corner shows the corresponding MC

prediction.
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Figure 7.7: Invariant 7r+7r~?7-mass spectrum after a füll kinematical fit with ?y-mass constraint.

will be determined in the same way äs described in the section about its decay mode into p~; .
For a later comparison data and weighted MC events are split up into the same 5 Q2-bin$
covering the füll acceptance region of the forward calorimeter and the eiid cap calorimeter.
The correlation between the invariant ^TT^TT^ -mass of the events with their Q2-value can be
fouiid in fig.7.S. The data events are marked äs füll circles while the MC events are shown äs
points. The dotted lines represent the borders of the Q2-bius chosen. 4 of thein in the forward
and one in the end cap calorimeter. The number of data and MC events found in these bins
is given in table 7.3. Since no data event is fouiid in the third bin, the values of bin two

Q2
0.3
0.8
1.2
1.7
3.4

GeV]
- 0.8
- 1.2
- 1.7
- 3.4
- 20.

# of data events
3
4
D
2

1

# of MC events
1.80
3.29
4.72
9.80
27.83

IV, - / 2 ( Q 2 } keV:
1.67±0.96

combined with iiext bin
0.50±0.25
0.20±0.14

0.036±0.036

Table 7.3: Values of the form factor for the reaction ?/ —> TT+TT r), r/ —* 77. The values of bins
2 and 3 have been combined, since no data event has been found in the latter bin.

and three have been combined to a single data point for the form factor at Q2 = 1.2 GeV2.
Again, the values for the relevant quantity form factor times radiative width of the resonance
is calculated from a division of the number of data events and MC events in these bins. The
resulting values agree within their statistical error with the ones found in the previous decay
mode. They also show the steep decrease of the form factor with increasing values of Q2.
The data points from the form factor measurenient in this decay mode are plotted in fig. 7.9.
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Figure 7.8: Correlation between invariant TT^TT 77 -mass and Q2. The dotted lines mark the
borders of the Q2-bins in the forward and end cap calorimeters. The data events are marked

with füll circles, while the MC events are shown äs dots.

The VDM- and QCD-predictions normalized to the measured value of the radiative width

from the untagged reaction r/' —> pj are shown äs well in this figure.
The systematical uncertainty for this measurement is of the same order äs in the previous

analysis. The much smaller error from the background subtraction is compensated by the in-
creased error due to the photon detection emciency. The total systematical error is estimated

to be 25 %.

7.3 The Reaction 77 Tj TT^TT

In the last section the reaction TJ' -* T/TT+TT has been analysed for the decay of the T] into two
photons. This neutral decay of the 77 has been observed in tagged and untagged reactions

several times. The final state with the charged decay of the T? into 7r+7r"-7r0 (branching ration
23.7 %) and 7r+ i r~7 (BR 4.9 %) has so far only been observed in an untagged reaction by one
experimeut [65l. The analysis presented here constitut.es the first measurement of this decay

chamiel in a tagged two-photon reaction.
The identification of this decay mode demands the reconstructjon of all 4 charged tracks m

the inner detector, where one of the tracks needs a transverse momentum larger than 250 Me\
so that the event can pass the trigger. A modification of our track reconstruction program
allows the identification and reconstruction of tracks in clean events down to transverse
momenta of 60 MeV. With this modification the number of events with 4 charged tracks
has been increased by 50 %. The photon and the TT° carry so little momentum that with a
high probability they are not detected in the lead liquid argon calorimeters. Therefore, the
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Figure 7.9: Q2-evolution of the 77'--) traiisitioii form factor in the reaction r)' —> TJTT^TT

with T) —* 77. Shown are also the predictioiis for a p and <£-VDM form factor and the
QCD-prediction by Brodsky and Lepage

77'-decay will not be reconstructed completely. Instead, the identification of this decay is done
by summing up the charged pion four-inomenta to an invariant 47r-mass.

A data sample of 3600 events with 4 charged tracks, any number of photons (including
zero) and a tag with a measured eiiergy above 2 GeV is available for this analysis. In order
to have well measured tracks a cut of j cos^ i < 0.88 has been applied on the track direction.

By loosening this cut to a value of cos t f j < 0.95 one can gain an additional 50 % of statistics.
The influence of this cut on the form factor measurement will be taken into account in the
final systematic error.

Since the final state under study is incomplete, a kinematical fit can only be performed
if the missing particles carry only little transverse momentum. Therefore. it is demanded

that the tag is located opposite in azimuth to the 47r-state. A cut of iptagA* > 2.8 has been
found by MC to be adequate for this purpose. The distribution of this angle in data events
can be seen in fig.7.10, the cut value is marked with a dotted line. To check the effect of the
kinematical fit, the data sample is analysed with and without the fit. both times with the
same cut in the angle (p introduced above.

Since the track parameters of the pions are well measured within the CELLO detector. the
kinematical fit does not change these parameters too much and the invariant mass spectrum,
therefore, stays moreor less the same. Instead, the parameters of the tagged lepton, especially
its eiiergy, are greatly improved.

The invariant 47r-mass of events passing this fit and the cuts mentioned above is shown
in fig.7.11. The signal at 780 MeV on the left hand side of the spectrum is identified äs an
77 -signal. Shown in the sarae plot is the MC prediction for the invariant 47r-mass, normalized
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Figure 7.11: Invariant 47r-mass
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Figure 7.12: Q2-evolution of the ^'-7 transition form factor in the reaction rj' —t TJTT^TT with
r/ —+ 7r+7r~(7r°/7) for the values shown in table 7.4. Shown are also the predictions for a p
and <£-VDM form factor and the QCD-prediction by Brodsky and Lepage

to the measured radiative width and a p-form factor for the Q2-dependence. Position, width
and absolute normalization between the 47r-mass spectra of data and MC agree quite well.

From the MC shape of the 47r-mass spectrum a signal region of 0.69 - 0.87 GeV is denned.
To determine the number of background events in this region a hand drawn curve for the
background shape is iiiferred from the mass spectrum on the right hand side of the signal.
Fhis background shape is shown äs a füll line in the invariant mass spectrum. The total
number of events in the signal region is 3l with an estimated background of 6, thus yielding
25.0 ± 5.6 7/-candidates.

These 6 background events now have to be attributed to the various Q2-bins. As before.
data and MC events are split into 5 Q2~regions and the number of signal and background
events is determined from the individual mass spectra in each of these regions. giving rise
to the numbers found in table 7.4. Hereby, the numbers before the slash denote the number
of signal events after background subtraction, while the total number of events including
background is given behind the slash. The MC events are treated in the same way. The
resulting values for the form factor in this table are plotted with the predictions of the
different models in fig.7.12. The values shown are for the angular track cut of cosi?| < 0.95
and kinematically fitted events.

The systematical effects of the fit and the angular cut is found to be much smaller than

the statistical uncertainty at each individual data point. Varying the angular cut between

cos T? < 0.88 and cosi?j : 0.95 for fitted and unfitted events the maximum deviation for
each data point found is between 10 % and 30 %, uncorrelated in sign between neighbouriiig
data points. This is giving rise to a systematic error of the order of 20% on the average. With

p— ~
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an estimated error of 20 (Ä for the background subtraction. thr total error for each data point
stays in the order of 30 'A . The other coutributions from trigger Simulation (109t) . luminosity
error (3 'X) . ancl track reronstruction efficiency (4%) play a negligible role.

7.4 Conclusions and Discussion

The QJ-dependenceof the 7/--)-)*-transition form factor has been measured in three different
decay modes of the r/'-resonance. The individual results all agree with each other within their
statistical errors. The pronounced feature observed for this Q2-dependence is the steep fall off
of the form factor with increasing values of Q2. This general behaviour is well reproduced by
\e or QCD-inspired models, which predict an evolution of the coupling between the
photous and a resonance with 1/(1 4 Q~,'k) (see eqn. 2.51. 2.52). Each of these measurements
is however not able to distinguish between different models.

The measurements have been performed in such a way that they can easily be combined
to a more sigiiificant result. By adding up the contributions of each individual Q2-bin not
only the statistics is iiicreased but also the systematical error is reduced. This is due to

the uiicorrelated sign of the efTects of background subtraction and the specinc cuts applied
for each of the different final states. These two effects are the largest contributions to the
total systematic error and, hence, their reduction greatly improves the Situation. The photon
acceptance plays a role for those final states where the photons are detected. i.e. it is especially
important for the final state with the two photon decay of the TJ and less important for the

P")~final state. All other sources for systematic errors are common to all reactions studied.

The resulting systematical error for the combined result should thus be of the order of only
15 7(.

The resulting numbers for the form factor from the combination-of all three measurements
can be found in t able 7.5. The total number of r/'-candidates that are used to derive the 7/-
7-,'-transition form factor is 7G ± 10 over a background of 24 events. The statistical precision
is thus of the same order äs the systematical effects discussed above. However. due to the
observed Q2-dependeiice of the form factor the statistical error is larger for higher values of
Q" and reach 60% in the end cap calorimeter region. The data point s with their error bars
are shown in fig.7.13, the vertical bars denote the statistjcal error and the horizontal ones the
Q2-range covered.

The description of this Q2-development of the form factor is well described by either the
QCD-inspired calculation or a VDM-description with a p-pole form factor. A <p-form factor
can be ruled out with the statistical and systematical precision achieved.

Q2
0.3
0.8

1.2
1.7

3.4

!GeV]
- 0.8
- 1.2
- 1.7
- 3.4
- 20.

# of data events

5/8
6/6
8/8
4/6

2/3

# of MC events

6.0
14.0
16.4
37.1

61.9

r\ - / 2 ( Q 2 ) [keV]
0.83±0.47
0.43x0.18
0.49-0.17
0.11±0.07

0.032±0.029

Table 7.4: Values of the form factor for the reaction if —* TT+TT 7r+7T ( T T O / ^ ) . These values
have been obtained from kinematically fitted events, with tracks within cos^j < 0.95 and a
cut between the tag and 4rr-system of y^ > 2.8.
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Q2
0.3
0.8
1.2
1.7
3.4

GeV
- 0.8
- 1.2
- 1.7
- 3.4
- 20.

fö of dat a events

26.0/35
20.0/26
15.0/19
10.5/13
4.5/7

# of MC events

24.7
35.7
38.5
71.7

167.9

r , , - /2«?2) ikeV,
1.05±0.24
Ü.5G1-0.14
0.39 + 0.11
0.15±0.05

O.Ü27±0.016

Table 7.5: Combined values for the //'--^-transition form factor. These numbers comprises the
results from the ?/-decays into p", and T/TT^TT' , with a subsequent decay of the 77 into 77.
7T~7T~

F2(Q2,0)
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Figure 7.13: Q2-evohition of the 77'-7 transition form factor, all measured reactions combined.
The vertical error bars denote the statistical errors only. The systematic error is of the order
of 15%.
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Figure 7.14: A comparison of the r/-7-transition form factors of the TPC/2-), PLUTO and
Markll Collaboration s in different decay niodes.

A similar result has been found by other experiments t hat have studied the form factor
development. The first measurement of the r^-form factor in the py final state was conducted
by the PLUTO Collaboration in 1984 153]. With the limited statistics of 25 pb~* available.
3 Q2-bins were given. The latest measurement of this channel by the TPC/27 Collaboration
[781 comprises 113 pb~* split up iiito 5 Q -bins in the ränge of 0.1 — 5 GeV2 . The Markll
[59! and TPC/2") 61: collaborations have measured the form factor also in the 777r+7r~ -decay.
More detailed Information on the position of the tagging devices, the Q2-range covered and
the nuniber of events found by these collaboration has been collected in table 7.6. A graphical

experiment i ref.
PLUTO 1984
TPC/27" 1987
Markll 1987
TPC/2-} 1988
TPC/27 i 1990

53 i
06]
59J

C
25
50

220
61] | 113
78j

CELLO i this exp.

113
86

•tf-range of taggers

30 - 56
25 - 90 100 - 180

Q2- ränge

0.1 - 1.0

0.1 - 5.0
21 - 83 0.2 - 1.1
25 - 90 100 - 180
25 - 90 100 - 180
40 - 110 150 - 400

0.1 - 5.0
0.1 - 7.0
0.1 - 7.0

bins
3
p

2

3
5
5

channel

fn
Pl
T/TT^TT"

T/TT^TT"

P-}
py . 777T7T

$ events

35 ± 9

not given
Ä 14

34 ± 6
159 ± 15
76 i 10

0 superseded by 1990 publication

Table 7.6: Overview over taggiiig parameters of various experiments. The observed number

of events has been taken froin the publication. The value for the Markll Collaboration has

been estimated from the mass spectrum. (The luminosity £ is given in pfc"1, the i^-range in

rnrad. and the Q2-range in Gel'2.)

presentation of their results is given in fig.7.14. The correspondiiig values for the form factor



have been taken from the published plots or, when available. have been given by oiie of the
authors [79].

U sing the formula 2.52 the pseudoscalar decay constant of the r}' can be calculated from
the Q2-development of the form factor. A fit to the data points from the rombined analysis
gives a value of 126 ± 7 MeV. Tliis can be coinpared to the value found by the TPC/2-)
Collaboration. They give a value of 96 i 8 MeV 78], which has to be multiplied by \/2 in
our notation. Their adjusted value of 136 ± 11 MeV agrees quite well with our measurement
and both are comparable with the value of 131.69 MeV for the 7r-decay constant found from
other reactions [17]. Instead of expressing the results in terms of the decay constant fn-.
the pole mass A^- of the form factor can be given. The corresponding results of such a fit
are A„. = 0.85 ± 0.07 GeV for the TPC-Collaboration and O.T94 + 0.044 GeV for CELLO.
The only existing ineasurement of the form factor in the time-like region by the Lepton-
G Collaboration [80] in the reaction 77' —+ fj^ fj~~^ gives a value of A,,* = 0.77 i 0.18 GeV
(calculated from the slope of the form factor at Q2 - 0: b — 1.7 ± 0.4 G( V ~ 2 ; for an overview
about other measurements in the time-like region see [19]). All results are in good agreement
and give a combined result of A^ = 0.81 ± 0.04 GeV. This number is compatible with a
simple p-pole and with the prediction of 0.83 GeV by the QCD-inspired model by Brodsky
and Lepage [2l].

If the value of the untagged reaction at Q2 -= 0 is omitted from the fit to our data, the
radiative width of the resonance can be determined from the Q2-evolution. Assuming a p-
form factor a fit to the data points yields a value of 3.98 ± 0.52 keV, using the above value of
the decay constant we get 3.68 ± 0.48 keV, and with the ?r-decay constant a value of 3.31 ±
0.43 keV is reached. All values agree within their large error with the result obtained directly
from the untagged analysis.
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Chapter 8

r?-Form Factor Measurement

The 77-resonancc is t he lightest pseudoscalar meson that can be observed in a charged decay

mode in two-photon reactions. Belonging to the same quark multiple! äs the r/'-meson a
similar behaviour is expected for the coupling to two photons and its developmeiit with
increasing values of Q2. This chapter will present the measurement of the 77-77'-transition
form factor in the decay modes 7r + 7r~7 and TT^Tr'TT0 , with the TT° decaying into two photons.
Siiice for most of the TT° decay s only one photons will be observed, a clear distinction of the
two decay modes of the 77 is not possible. Only for the case of the füll reconstruction of the
TT the decay channel can be identified.

The analysis will proceed äs follows. In the first section to come the final state with two
charged tracks and two photons will be analysed, followed by the data sample with just one
photon detected. Finally, the two measurement s will be combined and compared to the oiily
other existing measurement of this form factor.

8.1 The Reaction 77* —>• rj —-> 7 r 4 7r~7r°

The data sample analysed is the same äs the one used for the form factor measurement of
the ?/ in the decay mode T^TT+TT" . From the 1500 events again oiily those are considered
which have a measured tag eiiergy above 5 GeV. This time. however, events in the 7r°-band
are selected. To accept most of the 7T°-candidates and reject äs many backgrouiid events äs

possible a ränge from 70 - 190 MeV has been selected äs the 7r°-band (for a mass spectrum of
the 7r°-candidates see flg. 7.6 on page 70). The events are now subjected to a füll kinematical
fit with 7r°-mass coiistraint for the two photons. Events that survive this fit with a \-
probability of larger thaii l % constitute the final sample. The invariant mass spectrum of

these events in the ränge froni 300 MeV to 1.3 GeV is shown in fig. 8.1. On the left hand
side of the spectrum a peak due to the ?7-decay into rr4 TT" TT° is observed separated from the
rest of the spectrum. In the same plot the MC expectation for this decay is shown under the
assumption of a p-form factor for a radiative width of 0.51 keV.1 The same MC study has
shown that the contributioii from the TT+TT^-) -channel with an extra fake photon is less than
29t. The peak, therefore. can be attributed solely to the reaction r; —» TT+TT' TT°.

The data events are now split into 5 bins according to the squared four-moinentum trans-
fered by the virtual photon. The Q2-bins are the same äs in the analysis of the Tj'-form factor.
The MC events which have been geuerated with a J/$-form factor are weighted such that

!The value for the radiative width has been obtained by averaging the measurements froin two-photon

experiments [8l].
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Figure 8.1: Invariant TT+TT TT° -mass spectrum after a kinematical fit with 7r°-mass constraint.
The shaded histogram is the MC expectation for this process assuniiiig a p-form factor.

they are consistent with a flat form factor. The number of events found in each of the Q2-bins
is given in table 8.1. Froni these numbers the values of the form factor can be calculated.

Q2 |GeV] #
0.3 -
0.8 -
1.2-
1.7 -
3.4-

0.8
1.2
1.7
3.4
20.

of data events
2

2
1
1
0

4 of MC events F^ - /2(Q2)
11.2
27.6
34.6
59.2
27.4

0.179+0.179-
0.072+0.072-

keV]
0.089
0.036

0.029+0.046-0.017
0.017 + 0.027-

—
0.010

Table 8.1: Values of the form factor for the reaction 77 —» TT TT TTO.

The corresponding data points are plotted in fig. 8.2. The measured behaviour of the Q2-
evolution is again well described by the VDM models or the QCD inspired calculation. The
fact that no data event is found in the end cap calorimeter region is fully compatible with a
MC expectation of 0.2 events assuming a p-pole form factor. The total systematic error of this
measurement is estimated to be of the same order äs in the decay T)' —* ^TT+TT' discussed in
the previous chapter, i.e. roughly 25 %. The errors given for the form factor are the l v limits
for a Poisson distributed observable. In the same figure with the data points the expected
form factor dependence in the VDM picture and the QCD calculation are showii, normalized
to the radiative width of 0.51 keV äs calculated from recent two-photon experiments.
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Figure 8.2: (Revolution of the T?-form factor in the fully reconstructed decay mode
7} —> 7T+ 7T~ 7T°

8.2 The 7r47r~7 final state

The majority of all Tj-decays in the detector show up äs an apparent TT'TT""-) final state. Due
to the low Q-value of the reaction r/ —» TT^TT "7r°, most of the time only one of the photons is
recorded in the detector. From a MC study the ratio of fully to incompletely reconstructed
events is determined to be of the order of 1:4. This ratio is of course effected if additional
cuts on the photon energy have to be applied. The number of 7?-candidates expected from
these arguments and the measurement of the fully reconstructed fina] state is of the order of
24 events. An additional source of ?/-candidates is expected from the decay r\+ 7r+7r~-y. This
decay occurs with a relative rate of 20% to the one already mentioned, äs can be calculated
from the branching ratios of 4.91% (TJ -> W71-7) and 23.7% (7? -> Tr + TTTr0). However, events
from this decay mode show up at the correct nominal mass of the 77, while events from the
partly reconstructed decay into pioiis have a smaller mass. Depending on the mass ränge
selected for the signal region the relative coiitribution of bot h decays can be varied.

Starting from the tagged data sample with two charged tracks and one reconstructed
photon, again only those events have beeil taken, where the tag energy was measured to be
above 5 GeV. These events have been subjected to a kinematical fit requiring a balance of
the total transverse momentum of the event. The resultiiig invariant TT+TT' - ) -mass spectrum
is the same äs in the analysis of the ?/-decay into p~,. Here äs well a cut in the photon energy
is neccessary to remove events with fake photons that are given a very low energy by the fit.
For sinall invariant 7r47r~-masses these events otherwise will coiitribute to the background m
the signal region. The invariant Tr4 TT~ 7 -mass spectrum of the events after a photon energy
cut of 100 MeV is shown in fig. 8.3. The 7/-signaI is seen over a sizeable background 011 the
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Figure 8.3: Invariant TT+TT 7 -mass spectrum after a kinematical fit and a photon energy cut
of 100 MeV. The shape of the background has been estimated by a straight line.

left hand side of the spectrum. The bulk part of the peak is due to the decay of the 77 into
7r+7T~7r° äs can be seen from the MC studies. Using this MC Information a signal region
from 420 - 540 MeV has been defined. To estimate the amount of background in this region
the shape of the background is extrapolated from two sidebands (300-420 MeV and 540-660
MeV) with a straight line. From the total number of 35 events in the signal region and an
estimated background of 13 events the number of ??-candidates is determiiied to be 22.0 ± 5.9.
Due to the unknown correct shape of the background the svstematic error of the background
subtraction is certainly of the order of 20%.

The data events are now split into 5 Q2-bins for the calculation of the form factor depen-
dence on this variable. The same Q2-bins are taken äs in the previous analyses. The number
of events in each of these bins can be found in table 8.2. To get the number of r/-candidates

Q* [GeV! # of data events # of MC events T^ • /2(Q2 ) keV]
0.3 - 0.8
0.8 - 1.2
1.2 - 1.7
1.7- 3.4
3.4 - 20.

6.5/9 36.1 0.180±O.OS3
7.5/12 62.6 0.120±0.055
3.5/8 67.6 0.052±0.042
4.5/6 80.4 0.056±0.030
0/0 71.0 —

Table 8.2: Values of the form factor for the reaction 77 —> TT"1 TT -).

in each of these bins, the invariant mass spectrum is treated in the same way äs for the total
spectrum, i.e. a linear background shape is assumed. The uumber of events in the signal
region with and without background subtraction is given before and after the slash, respec-
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Figure 8.4: (Revolution of the rj-form factor in the final state TT^TT'^'.

tively, in the above table. For the MC events the same Q2-bins and signal region is choseu.
Due to the shifted niass spectra of the different decay modes of the ?/, the relative amount
of the exclusive 7r + 7r~7 -decay is reduced to about 10% in the signal region. The numbers
given, therefore, primarily steni from the decay TT^TT" TT°. The values for the form factor times
radiative width calculated from these numbers are plotted in fig. 8.4. Shown are again the
expectations for this dependence normalized to a radiative width of 0.51 keV for the VDM
model and CD calculation.

8.3 Conclusions and Discussion

Since the fully reconstructed decay into 7T47r~7r° has a very liniited statistics, the combined
result for the form factor measurement will entirely be doniiiiated by the result derived in

the last section. The combined number of events in the various Q2-biiis aiid the resulting
form factor can be read off from table 8.3. The values for the form factor are plotted in fig.

Q* [GeV]
0.3 - 0.8
0.8 - 1.2
1.2 - 1.7
1.7 - 3.4
3.4 - 20.

# of data events
8.5/11
9.5/14
4.5/9
5.5/7
0/0

# of MC events
47.3
90.2
102.2
139.6
98.4

[V • f 2 ( Q 2 } keV
0.180±0.070
0.105±0.055
0.044±0.029
0.039^0.019

—

Table 8.3: Combined values for the 7/--)-transilion form factor. The iiumber behind the slash
is the total iiumber of events in the signal region including background.
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Figure 8.5: Q2-evolution of the 7?-7-transition form factor calculated from the combined result
of the 7r+7r~7T° and 7TT7r~7 -decays

8.5 with the VDM model and QCD predictions. Assuming a p-pole dominance for the form
factor 0.6 events are expected in the end cap calorimeter region, which is compatible with
the non-observation of any event in Uns Q2-range.

We have also measured the form factor in the totally neutral Tj-decay mode iiito t wo
photons [82]. The form factor obtained in this decay mode is in good agreement with the
measurements presented here and a combined result is derived from 68.G ± 11.1 Tj-candidates.
As for the T/ a pole fit with /(Q2) = 1/(1 •+ Q'/A2P) is performed on the combined form factor
points (see fig.8.6). Again the pole mass A can be expressed in terms of the decay constant
2-7T/,,. The fit yields a pole mass of A,, = 839 ± 63 MeV in good agreement with a p-pole mass,
which corresponds to /,, = 133 ± 10 MeV.

The TPC/2-) Collaboration [78] has performed a similar analysis äs described in the last
section. They study the TT+TT^ -final state for events with ICOST?; < 0.75 and a fitted photon
energy above 100 MeV. With an integrated luminosity of 113 pb'1 they find 38.0 ± 9.4 ?/-
candidates. The form factor is determined in 5 bins of Q2 covering the region from 0.1 - 7.0
GeV (see fig.8.6). The data points [79] are found to nicely follow the expected behaviour
of a p-form factor or the QCD Interpolation curve. A 0-form factor does not describe their
data so well. Their result is compatible with our Undings, although within the statistical and
systematical accuracy achieved no distinction can be made between the various predictions
with our data. Using the above pole form of the form factor the TPC Collaboration fitted
their data and arrived at a decay constant of /„ = 112 ± 13 MeV (or correspondingly at a
pole mass of 0.70 ± 0.08 GeV).

The form factor measurements from two-photon experiments can also be compared to the
results from leptonic conversion decays. Measurements of the reaction 7; -» c+e~f have so
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Figure 8.6: A coniparison of the T?-7-transition form factor of the TPC/27 Collaboration
with the results from CELLO calculated froni the combined result of the 77 [82], 7r+7r~~7r°
and 7T+7T~7 -decays

far not arrived at a statisticallv significant result (for an overview see ref. 19])- The reaction
77 —> ^ + / j~7 has been studied by the Lepton-G experiment [83]. With 600 events of this type
they determine the slope b of the form factor at Q2 = 0 to be bn = 1.9 ± 0.4 GaV'2 which is
equivalent to a pole mass of A,, = 0.72 ± 0.09 GeV (A 2 == 1/6). All three results are in iiice
agreement. Averaging the three results gives a pole mass which is identical to the mass of
the p: 0.77± 0.04 GeV.
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Chapter 9

Coupling Strength of the Spin-1
Meson /j(1285)

Recently the production of spin-1 mesons in two-photon reactions has been observed by
several experiments [59,63.84]. The /!(1285) (formerly called D(1285)) has been observed in
its decay mode T^TTTT, 77 —* 77 and the /i(1420) (the former E(1420)) in KS^TT. Due to the
fact that two real photons cannot couple to a spin-1 state. the production of a meson like the
/i(1285) or /i(1420) can only be observed in a tagged reaction. Tagged reactions occur with
a much smaller rate than untagged reaction for the pseudoscalar mesons presented in this
thesis. The contrary is true for spin-1 mesons. One of the most peculiar signs is the absence
of a signal in the untagged mode while there is a signal in the tagged mode. This feature has
been observed by all experiments, giving an unmistakable signature of the spin-1 nature of

these mesons in a two-photon reaction.
While for the /i(1420) the parity of the state cannot be unanimously fixed and its assign-

ment to the axial vector meson nonet is questionable, no such doubts exist for the _/i(1285).

The state is well established and its decay modes are known to be roughly 90% ^TTTT and 4?r
with the rest decaying into A'Ä'TT. From this it can be deduced that this meson primarily con-
sists of u and d quarks. The nrst observation of this state in a two-photon reaction decaying
into 7)7r+7i~ was reported by the Markll Collaboration in 1987 59j. This observation soon
was confirmed by the TPC/27 Collaboration [841 in the same decay mode. JADE 63] and

CELLO [3,85] reported preliminary results on its coupling strength. The number of eveiits
observed by each of the collaborations is quite small. With an integrated luminosity of 140
pb~l the TPC/27 Collaboration found 26 /j-candidates, Markll fouiid 24 candidates in 220
pb~l and JADE roughly 40 in 214 pb~l. The expected number of /!(12S5)-candidates in the
CELLO data is even smaller due to the lower integrated luminosity of only 86 pb~l.

In this chapter the determinatiou of the coupling strength of this meson to two photons

will be presented. Since the radiative width I\-, is equal to zero for a spin-1 meson at Q2 - 0,
the result will be expressed in terms of the Q2-iiidependent coupling strength F defined by
equation 2.43. The measurement itself is conducted in the single tag mode where one of
the photons is almost real and the other one has a virtual mass substantially deviating from
zero. This latter photoii can be polarized either transversely or longitudiiially. leading to two
iiidependeiit coupling strengths with different Q2-depeiidencies. Using the model of Cahn
(see section 2.4.2) the two corresponding cross sections <TJ-T and o~Lx are related by the simple
expressioii Q 2 /2U~ 2 and hence can be expressed in terms of the same coupling constant F^."1

(eqs. 2.46, 2.47).
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Figure 9.1: Invariant TT+TT ?/-mass spectrum after a füll kinematical fit with r?-mass constraint
for eye-scanned events. The shaded histogram marks events with at least one T/Tr-combination
in the a0(980)-band.

The selection of events for this analysis follows closely that described for the search of the
77' decaying into T/TT+TT" . From the 1500 events with two charged tracks. two photons and a
tagged lepton only those with a measured tag energy above 5 GeV are taken. The photons
are either detected in the end cap or in the barrel part of the lead liquid argon calorimeter,
the tracks have to be well contained in the central part of the inner detector ( cos i? < 0.92).
These events are subjected to a kinematical fit requiring a balance of the overall transverse
momentum. To single out the final state under study, a out in the invariant mass spectrum
of the two final state photons in the 7?-band (310-720 MeV) is applied. The events are then
subjected to a füll kinematical fit with an 7;-mass constraint for the final state photons.

While in the mass ränge of the rj' no background has been observed (see figure 7.7) . the
amount of background is much higher in the mass ränge of the /](1285). An eye-scaii of
the remaining events was conducted to throw out those events which evidently are no true
7T + 7r~77 events. For example, events were removed containing unreconstructed tracks of very
low momentum coming from the interaction region. The invariant mass distribution of the
events after this scan is shown in fig.9.1.

Clearly seen is the ry'-peak just below l GeV and a second peak betweeii 1.24 to 1.32 GeV.

The majority of the /!(1285)-decays into the ?/7T7r-final state proceed via the intermediate

ö.0(980)7T-state. (The branching ratio B(/i(1285) ~> T/TTTT) = 49 ± 6% includes a coiitribution

of B(/!(1285) -* ö0(980)7r) = 36±7%). To see whether the second peak is consistent with this

decay chain. a cut in the i/T^-mass is applied. The shaded histogram in fig.9.1 contains those

events which have at least one TyTr-conibmatioii in the n0(980)-band (860-1100 MeV). Since all

of the events in the peak remaiii, the peak can be ideiitified with the /,(1285). To determiiie
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Figure 9.2: Q2-distribution of the /1(1285)-events in the forward calorimeter. The MC dis-
tribution (dotted) is iiormalized to the number of data events.

the number of /3(1285)-candidates in the spectrum, the background shape is estimated from
the neighbouring bins. Dependiug on the number of bins used for this determination, between
6 and 9 signal events are found, yielding 7.5 ± 3.5 /!(1285)-candidates after background
subtraction.

From this number the coupling strength can be calculated in the frame-work of the Cahn
model. MC events have been produced according to the two cross sections crTT and crLT in the
ratio predicted by this model. Due to the different Q2-dependencies (aTT cc Q4 and aLT ex Q2)
the Z-T-cross section will be dominant for small values of Q2 up to 2W2. Assuming a p-po\e

form factor, for every LT-eveni 0.36 TT-events are found in the acceptance region of the
forward calorimeter, while in the end cap calorimeter region this ratio is 1:2.5 (LT:TT). No
eveiit with a tag in the end cap calorimeter is however observed in data, leading to a svstematic
uncertainty which depends on the <?2-region used for the evaluation of the coupling strength.
If the coupling strength is determined only in the region of the forward calorimeter a value
of T : : 5,2 ± 2.4 fceV is found, where the error is the statistical error includiug the effects of

the background subtraction. The distribution of events in the forward calorimeter is shown
m fig. 9.2. The data events are plotted with their error bars in three Q2-bms in the ränge
from 0.4 to 3.3 Gel'2 with their error bars, while the MC events are shown äs a dotted Hne

histogram iiormalized to the number of data events. The overall agreement between the data
points and the MC curve is fouud to be fair.

If instead the coupling strength is determined in the füll accessible acceptance ränge, a
value of T ^ 3.6 ±1.7 keV is found, where the error has the same meaning äs above. The
two values can be combined to a siiigle value. because none of the two methods is superior
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to the other:

r^.fcB(/i(1285)) - 4.4 i 2.1(siat.) ± l.2(syst.) kcV (9.1)

The total systematic error arises from the averaging of the two individual results including
a Variation of the background subtractioii method (+25% and -20%), the error in the lumi-
nosity determination (3%), track (4%) and photon (8%) reconstruction efficiencies, trigger
Simulation (6%) and the error 011 the branching ratio (12%).

This result agrees within errors with the numbers found by the other collaboratioiis:
9.4 ± 2.5 ± 1.7 keV (Markll), 4.8 ± 1.0 ±1.0 keV (TPC/27) and 3.6 ± 0.6 ± 0.8 keV (JADE,
prelim.). The published values from TPC/27 and JADE have been multiplied by 2 to be
in accord with the Cahn convention. The statistical average including our result gives T
4.2 i 0.5 keV with and f = 5.3 ± 0.9 keV without the preliminary JADE result.
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Chapter 10

Summary

In tliis thesis the formation of the pseudoscalar mesons 77 and 77' and of t he axial vector
meson /i(1285) has been studied in tagged and untagged two-photon reactions with the
CELLO detector.

In the untagged mode the production of the pseudoscalar meson T/ was studied in the
7r + 7r~~-} final state. The radiative width was determined to be

1^(77') = 3.62 ± 0.15 ± 0.47 kcV.

Using this value a world average of (I\^) -- 4.0 ± 0.1 keV has been calculated based on
statistical errors only. The discrepancies found in the world data can mainly be attributed to
too small systematical errors given by some of the low statistics experiments and to problems
in the branching ratios of the totally neutral decay modes -)7 and T/TT TT of the 17'.

One major source of backgroundin the TT+ 7r~-y -final state is the incompletely reconstructed
decay of the o2(!320) into 7r+7r~~7r°. A combined nt to the 77' and o2 mass spectrum yields a
radiative width for the o2(1320) of

1^(02(1320)) = 0.97 ± 0.09 ± 0.20 kcV.

coiisistent with a previous measuremeiit of this reaction by CELLO.
In the single tag mode the Q2-development of the pseudoscalar-77*-traiisition form factor

was nieasured. For the r)' this measurement was performed in the decay modes 77' —» /?7,
77' —> rj^^Tr+Tr^ and 77' —* 77_^47r-(^o^)7r + 7r^. The Q2-development of the form factor is
described by a pole-form l/(l + Q2/A2) with a mass of

Av - 0.794 ±0.044 GcV

well in accord with other measurements in two-photon reactions and leptonic conversion
decays äs well äs VDM-model and QCD-inspired predictions. From the Q2-development the
radiative width of the 77' can be inferred by an extrapolation to Q2 — 0. The corresponding
value of 3.98 ± 0.52 keV under the assumption of a p-pole is in good agreement with the
value obtained directly from untagged events.

The corresponding measurement for the 77 was performed in the decay modes 77 —t TT + TT" TT°
and TT^TT"-) . Here äs well the Q2-dependence can be described with a pole form for the form
factor. The pole mass obtained by a fit is

An - 0.839 ±0.063 GeV

'.M



compatible with a simple VDM /9-pole and the two other mcasurcments of this quantity in
two-photon reactions and leptonic conversion decays.

The coupling of spin-1 mcsons to two photons canuot be measured in the untagged mode.
Their radiative width is zero at Q2 ~ 0. Instead, a Q2-independent coupling streiigth F can
be determined in the single tag mode. This quantity was measured for the /i(1285) in the
7/7r+7T~-final state to be

f^D./lTI(/1(1285)) - 4.4 ± 2.1 ± 1.2 keV

in the frame-work of the Cahn-model which relates the two possible independent cross sections

&LT and CTJ-J- governing this process.
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